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Answers

come easy:
TEKTRONIX 31
PROGRAMMABLE

CALCULATOR

Plain language programming, easily expandable memory to suit
your problems, all in a moderately priced desk-top unit. The
Tektronix 31 features over 30 math functions built right into
the keyboard, with 24 keys for functions you define. Alpha
keys included. Ten flexible memory configurations include
8192 steps (with 256 data registers) and 2048 steps (1000 dat3
registers), plus magnetic tape auxiliary memory.

Graphics

fast Jew cost:
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TEKTRONIX GRAPHIC COMPUTER TERMINALS
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Priced from little more than alphanumeric terminals, Tektronix
Graphic Terminals open new application areas. Alphanumerics
upper and lower case plus high resolution graphs, plots, models,
maps, line drawings. Tektronix 4000 series of terminals feature
full ASCI I keyboards, 11 inch or 19 inch displays, using the
unique Tektronix flicker-free storage system. Interface to your
mini or larger time share system. We have the graphic software
luf your needs.

Answers
+Graphics

easy fast Jew cost.
TEKTRONIX GRAPHIC COMPUTING SYSTEM
New, Tektronix 4051 BASIC Graphic Computing System.
A compact data system that combines high level BASIC language
interaction, built in computing and local tape memory—plus the
unique graphic capabilities of the Tektronix display. The 4051 's
BASIC handles a wide range of application problems. Data
communications options put you on line for powerful graphic
applications that no small computing system can tackle. You get
local mini computer power, to compute your answers, graphics
to display them at a price competitive with non-graphic systems.

TEKTRONIX'

SYDNEY
MELBOURNE
ADELAIDE
BRISBANE
PERTH

TEKTRONIX AUSTRALIA PTY. LIMITED
80 WATERLOO RD.. NORTH RYDE NSW 2113

888 7066
81 0594
223 2811
31 2896
21 7885

News Briefs from the Computer World
“News Briefs from the Computer World” is a regular feature which covers local
and overseas developments in the computer industry including new products,
interesting techniques, newsworthy projects and other topical events of interest.

ON-LINE DATA SECURITY SYSTEM
The Datocoder, Model DC-125, from Datotek, Texas,
USA and represented in Australia by Hawker-Siddeley
Electronics Limited, Brookvale, N.S.W., is an on-line
(in-circuit) commercial encryption device which provides
the user with a high level of communication security over
direct-contact teleprinter circuits.

It may be used on radio-teleprinter circuits, hardwire
circuits, or telephone lines (with an acoustic coupler),
where the transmission path is transparent to data.
The operator has full and unrestricted use of the entire
Baudot keyboard and the 32-character set of the
teleprinter. The enciphered output text includes all 32
possible characters in a random distribution. If switched
circuits are employed, such as Telex, the Datocoder Model
DC-105 is suggested, which produces enciphered text
compatible with switched systems.
Switching from Clear to Secure is accomplished by
typing a simple character sequence. This sequence switches
the transmitting and receiving units simultaneously,
therefore no operator action is required at the receiving
station.
Alarm circuitry within the DC-125 detects failures of the
machine which might allow undesired transmission of plain
text. Should this occur, the machine will shut down
automatically.
The DC-125 will sense the direction of transmission
(transmit-receive) and automatically change from encode to
decode,
thereby
permitting
on-line, half-duplex
conversation in the secure mode.
A diagnostic indicator group is included to facilitate
field maintenance. These indicators operate in conjunction
with diagnostic test tapes supplied with each machine.
Other front panel controls include selection of baud rate
and currents, plus connectors for keyboard input, receiver
input, transmitter output, and monitors for clear and secure
data.
Over 32,000,000,000,000 user codes are provided. These
are arranged as 16,000,000 code families with 2,000,000
codes in each family. The code family is selected by
internal rotary switches, and the particular code is selected
by thumbwheel switches on the front of the DC-125. All
settings are made by the user for highest security. This
allows the user to establish an hierarchy of code
arrangements.
NEW PRINTING SUBSYSTEM ANNOUNCED
A high-speed printing subsystem that for the first time
combines laser and electrophotographic technologies to
economically produce computer-generated text and form
designs was announced recently by IBM Australia.

The IBM 3800 Printing Subsystem operates at speeds up
to 13,360 lines per minute. It accommodates a variety of
character sizes and styles on any of 50 different Common
Use sizes or 72 International Standards Organisation (ISO)
sizes of continuous forms, and every page produced is an
original.
IBM’s first non-impact printing subsystem, the versatile
3800, may lower a user’s printing supplies budget by
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New printing subsystem combines laser and electrophotographic
technologies and operates at speeds of up to 13,360 lines per minute

minimizing paper costs and eliminating the need for impact
printer supplies such as carbon paper and ribbons.
A forms overlay feature — which prints a form design on
each page during a production run — contributes to saving
by replacing the use of pre-printed forms.
In addition, the 3800 helps conserve paper by printing
smaller character sizes, enabling users to produce the same
amount of text on less paper. For example, a report printed
on 814” by 11” forms, rather than on standard 11” by
14-7/8” computer paper, requires about 40 percent less
paper. By printing only the smaller forms, a typical user
could reduce his monthly paper requirements by the
equivalent of 230,000 standard-sized sheets and lower his
associated costs accordingly.
The 3800 printing subsystem produces clear, readable,
high-contrast documents with a mixture of character sizes
and styles, by merging laser technology and high-speed
electrophotography. The latter is similar to technology used
in some photocopying machines.
Standard character styles available include upper case
Gothic, upper and lower case Text, and optical character
recognition A and B fonts.
The low-power laser “prints” character images on a
photoconductive surface covering a rotating drum. As the
drum turns, toner — dry, ink-like particles that adhere only
to these images — is applied to the photoconductor and
transferred to paper to produce printed text.
The photoconductor is a continuous sheet of flexible,
light-sensitive material anchored to a feed roller inside the
drum. It wraps around the drum surface and returns inside
to a take-up spindle. This sheet can be advanced
periodically, providing a continually renewed printing
surface.
SECRETARY SHARING - ELECTRONICALLY
With the increasing trend in middle and higher
management levels towards secretary sharing, small
centralised mini-dictation systems are gaining rapid
acceptance.

The systems offer faster and more efficient word
processing than the usual shorthand and transcription
method.

Plessey Communication Systems Pty. Limited, have
found that the system plays an important role as a cost
saving office aid by reducing the daily work pressure on
both the executive and the secretarial staff.
A single unit can be used as the basis of a small centrally
located system, flexible enough to cater for two to three
executives or expanded for the needs of a major
corporation.
From phone handsets, incorporating thumb-control for
all functions, executives can dictate letters, memos or notes
on a continuous recording loop for simultaneous
transcription or storage. The secretary’s foot pedal controls
advance, rewind and stop without interrupting incoming
material.
Secretarial staff are relieved of the problem in
determining priorities as an executive may at any time pick
up his handset, dictate and continue with other work
without disturbing a secretary already transcribing from the
system or doing other duties.
In addition, for the executive on the move, a pocket
recorder — the Dictaphone DIO which uses mini cassettes —
can be used in conjunction with the unit.
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Rintoul
INFINITE ACCESS FLOORS
Rintoul Infinite Acce'ss Floors conceal all services, fully
protect all cables, piping and ductwork .. . yet they are
immediately accessible for maintenance, service, modifica
tions. Rintoul offer you the choice of two types of infinite
access floors . . . discuss your plans with our technical
representative, he’ll be pleased to recommend the system
most suited to your needs.

Rintoul Pty. Ltd

UNIQUE REPORTING SYSTEM INTRODUCED
One of today’s major headaches for top management of
Australian companies that are members of overseas groups
is obtaining immediate, accurate and updated financial
reports of domestic and international operations.

Such information is vital to compare actual results to
budget and for any necessary action to be taken.
Sentry Holdings Ltd, the Sydney headquartered
insurance underwriter, has introduced a unique reporting
system that reduces the time lag involved in receiving this
data by more than three weeks.
Sentry is the first local insurance organisation to use an
international computer for receipt of individual or
consolidated domestic and overseas balance sheets and
other forms of financial reporting, such as profit and loss
accounts and operating statement, all of which contain
complete currency conversions.

PARTITIONS AND JOINERY MANUFACTURERS
10 Minogue Crescent, Glebe, N.S.W., Tel: 660 6677
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Operating a keyboard terminal which is linked to the Honeywell
Mark 111 international time sharing network.
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AVERY
is'stuck-on'solving
data transfer problems
Why? . . . Because sticking-on is our business. So we’ve devised
a stick-on system to beat the trickiest of data transfer problems.
It works like this . . . Avery self-adhesive Tabulabels, in continuous form
(single or multi-width), are imprinted at high speed from either tape or
punched cards and then applied by the Avery Tabomatic labelling machine.
Whatever your problem, there’s a Tabulabel to solve it. Tabulabels come in all
shapes, sizes and colours, blank or printed, on paper, fabric, foil or metal.
Computer owners, right now, enjoy the ease at which the Avery system
handles procedures such as payroll records, ledgers,
mailing pieces, documents and inventory cards.
The Avery system. The low cost, efficient answer for your data transfer problem.
Call Avery today and we’ll get ‘stuck-onto’ your problem.

LABEL SYSTEMS

W.J. CRYER S. CO. LIMITEO

75 Union Street, Dulwich Hill, N.S.W. 2203. . . 560-7177
7/96 Camberwell Rd„ Hawthorn E„ Vic. 3123 . 82-8027
207 Logan Road, Buranda, Qld. 4102................91-6158
16-20 Paget Street, Ridleyton, S.A. 5008......... 46-5959
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What do these computer communication
networks have in common?
Lines by ATC.NZPO.OTC (A).OTC (NZ).
And computers by Digital.

banhcctrd

The Australian
Treasury

Major Australian and New Zealand networks choose
Digital's PDP-11. Not only for message-switching. For data
collection, concentration and stand-alone processing too.
For both scientific and commercial tasks. Interfaced to the user's
choice of central processor.
DIGITAL* S depth of experience is available to you in all areas
that require on-line computer communications systems.

Digital Equipment Australia Pty ltd
Sydney
Melbourne
Perth
Brisbane
Adelaide
Canberra
New Zealand

123 Willoughby Rd Crows Nest NSW 2065
60 Park St South Melbourne Vic 3205
643 Murray St West Perth WA 6005
133 Leichhardt St Brisbane Qld 4000
6 Montrose Ave Norwood SA 5067
24KemblaStFyshwickACT2609
3 Wolfe St Auckland New Zealand

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

4392566
6992888
214993
293088
421339
953588
75533
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The Insurance Group has joined the Honeywell Mark III
international time sharing network.
Financial information is produced instantly on a
print-out through a keyboard terminal at the computer
centre in Pitt Street, Sydney.
All it requires is a phone call to the Honeywell data
centre at Waterloo, an inner Sydney suburb, and a
supercentre, containing an integrated network of more than
100 interconnected computers, at the General Electric
Company in Cleveland, Ohio (USA) does the rest.
The time lapse between an inquiry from Sydney and a
response from Cleveland can be as little as two-thirds of a
second.
DATEC APPOINTED AGENT FOR MARK IV
Datec Pty. Ltd., Sydney-based management and EDP
consultants, has been appointed the Australian agent for
the MARK IV System product line, believed to be the most
widely-used computer software product in the world.

The appointment was made by the MARK IV Systems
Company of Informatics Inc., Canoga Park, California, and
announced in the U.S. recently by Mr. John Postley, senior
vice president of Informatics.
It was announced in Sydney by the managing director of
Datec, Mr. Harry Douglas, who returned recently from a
two weeks’ intensive training course on the policies and
procedures of the MARK IV Systems Company and how to
represent it in Australia.
Seventeen Australian firms are at present using MARK
IV which altogether is installed in more than 950 locations
in 41 countries.

The MARK IV System is used for application
implementation, data management, and information
processing. It produces substantial reductions in
development time without sacrificing execution speed.
A program written in MARK IV needs about one-tenth
the statements of the COBOL language. Users say no other
system offers the power, flexibility and simplicity of
MARK IV.
PANSOPHIC RELEASES EASYTRIEVE VERSION SIX
Pansophic, Crows Nest, N.S.W., recently released
Version Six of Easytrieve, the information retrieval and
data management system. This release offers many new
features and enhanced existing features that put all report
requests within the power of Easytrieve without sacrificing
any of the system’s ease of use or speed.

Some of the new features allow users to: print on ,
preprinted forms, call any non-standard processing routine
(such as floating decimal) into Easytrieve; produce reports
with complex bar graphs; subscript through a record or
array for a particular character string and report on it; use
the ELSE command to specify alternate processing; and
produce a hexadecimal listing of the record to identify the
bad data element when a data exception is encountered.
Enhancements to the existing system include an
expanded number of control fields, 'more sort fields,
improved error diagnostics and flexible data control.
The reference guide has been completely rewritten for
this release. The manual is now over 300 pages of
instruction and examples in a looseleaf binder.

IFIP CONGRESS 77
International Federation for Information Processing
August 8-12
Toronto Canada

IFIP CONGRESS 77 Organizing Committee Address:

Canadian Information Processing Society
212 King Street West, Suite 501
Toronto,Ontario, Canada M5H 1K5
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DATA GENERAL EXPECTS SALES GROWTH

Look for
this symbol
when buying
a holiday.
(?---

-------------------------------------------- ........

VALUE
RACKED

A stronger rate of sales growth is expected in 1976 by
Data General Corporation, one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of small and medium-scale computers.

The company president, Mr. Edson D. De Castro, told
the annual meeting recently that 1976 “appears to be a
time of renewed growth and resource expansion.”
Data General Corporation, U.S. parent company of Data
General Australia Pty. Ltd., achieved sales valued at
$US 108.2 million in the financial year ending last
September, a 30 per cent increase over the previous year.
The first 12 weeks of the current financial year
produced sales of $US 29,023,000, a 20 per cent increase
over the same period a year earlier.
Mr. De Castro said the first quarter sales clearly
demonstrated “the more vigorous growth in demand that
we have been experiencing.
Based on the strength we saw in our OEM (original
equipment manufacturer) markets, we introduced the
Nova 3 in October, and have received highly encouraging
orders for this new computer family,” he said.
“The Eclipse, Nova 2 and Nova 3 now constitute the
bulk of increases in our orders.”
He added that the Company would increase its
production capacity by 65 per cent in the coming year.
COMPUTER ORDERS EXCEED TARGET
Orders for more than 10 Qantel business computers have
been placed with Australian Datronics Ltd. in the last two
months since it was introduced on the Australian market.

DICED

The orders, valued in all at about $500,000, have put the
Qantel range well ahead of budget targets.
Qantel is a new range of small-to-medium computers
representing the next generation of automated office
accounting systems previously services by accounting
machines and visible record computers.
The national marketing manager of Australian Datronics,
Mr. J. Bradshaw, commented: “With sales running at better
than one per week the Qantel computer looks to be living
up to the analysis we made of it in the U.S., Japan and
Europe prior to the signing of the Australian distribution
agreement.
“This does not mean the small business sector is wide
open. Business managers are currently acting cautiously, as
the result of a difficult economic year in 1975.”

It’s the Qantastic Holidays symbol,
the symbol of true holiday value. In fact,
if you’re thinking of buying a holiday that doesn’t
carry this symbol, think again. Because
Qantastic Holidays are backed by Qantas.
And you know you can trust Qantas. For
more than just good value.

OJaNTOS
hgbnt

TnaueL.

LB1.2754
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An operator changes the removable disk pads of a Qantel small
business computer.
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THE NEW KODAK EKTALITE SERIES 200 READER.
IS THIS YOUR MISSING PART?
The trouble with most things
that get read and re-read is
that they usually end up
looking up that way.
The benefits of putting out
information on microfiche
and using a reader to retrieve
this information are many
indeed: 98 pages of a parts
manual on one piece of film
6" x 4". An entire library
of parts manuals in a few
inches of space. Information
is easily updated. And a
single microfiche can be
posted at the lowest letter
rate.
Speed of access; microfiche
is inserted into the reader
in seconds, and you can
display the total information
area of a 14" x 11" computer
page, or the full width of an
8V2" x 11" document.

If you think you need a
reader, all you need do is
fill out the coupon. And we’ll
help you choose the reader
that suits your needs.
Because at Kodak, we sell
solutions not just equipment.

--------------------------------------!
i

i

The Kodak Ektalite 200 Series
reader is completely portable.
It uses an automotive-type
lamp which means the reader
stays cool, even if left on
for hours. And the image
stays crisp and clear.

To Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd. I
Business Systems Markets,
1
| Box 90, Coburg, Vic. 3058.
I

I would like a solution,
|
not just equipment.
1
Name............................................... j
Company........................................
Address..........................................
Position........................................
KODAK (Australasia) PTY. LTD.
Business Systems
Markets Division

Branches in all States.

J

Kodak sells solutions, not just equipment. Ask us!
K65/8534
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Take the worry out
of protecting sensitive teleprinter
messages with DATOTEK’s
■

ON-LINE

w
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datoteXjJjB-

Now there’s a way to secure your
sensitive transmissions over all 5-level
(Baudot) teleprinter message circuits
against wiretapping and other unauthor
ized monitoring. Datotek’s Model DC-125
On-Line Data Security System scrambles
your confidential messages to give you
complete protection either while trans
mitting on-line or during tape preparation
prior to transmitting.
Compatibility with your present
equipment is assured through three
modes of operation: on-line asynchronous
(compatible with Telex and other switched
common carriers), on-line synchronous
(compatible with RTTY networks) and
off-line (compatible with Datotek’s Model

DC-105). The DC-125 operates via wire
lines, common carrier telegraph lines,
microwave links, satellites, radio links
(RTTY) or ARQ systems and interfaces
with virtually all teleprinters in common
use.
The DC-125 offers the highest level
of security that industry can provide. It
incorporates Datotek’s exclusive code
generator offering user selection of up to
32,000,000,000,000 codes.
End the worry about securing your
sensitive teleprinter transmissions. Call
your nearest Datotek office for more in
formation. Datotek security products are

operating in more than 35 countries
around the world.

Further information obtainable from:

Hawker Siddeley Electronics Limited
Systems Division,
752 Pittwater Road, Brookvale, NSW 2100 — Telephone 93 0221
TELEX: HAWKS AA26310
VIU
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MAN LINKS UP WITH COMPUTER
A new type of plastic, Cycolac FBK, is being used for
the first time in Australia for the housing body, base and
keyboard panel of computer terminals.

The material produced by Marbon Chemicals Ltd., is a
new flame retardant structural foam grade of ABS. The
expanded ABS material has been injected moulded by F&T
Mouldings Ltd. of Sydney for A.W.A. Ltd. and will be used
in the production of 1500 computer terminals.
Cycolac FBK has been chosen for its overall strength to
weight ratio, its flame retardant qualities and ease of
processing.
The first terminal will be completed early this year and
will be used in public service offices in a communications
link-up between man and computer.
In equipment housing areas, Cycolac FBK has many
possible applications due to its high strength to weight ratio
and its flame retardant properties. The surface of the
material may be painted to suit individual requirements.
More information about this and other uses of Cycolac
(R) brand ABS plastic can be obtained from Marbon
Chemicals, Hammond Road, Dandenong, Vic. 3175.
SPERRY UNIVAC CONSOLIDATION COMPLETED
During 1975 it was announced that the operations of the
Sperry Remington Office Systems and Machines Division
would be consolidated into Sperry UNIVAC as the Office
Equipment Division to take advantage of commonalty in
technology between the two Divisions.

Mr. John F. Scott, in his capacity as chairman of Sperry
Rand Australia, announced that plans for this consolidation
have been completed in Australia.

Mr. Scott, previously managing director of the
Remington Office Systems and Machines Division, will now
become managing director of the. new Sperry UNIVAC
Division.
Mr. Walter Haemmerle, who headed up the Sperry
UNIVAC operations in Australia and New Zealand for the
past 2Vi years, will move to the company’s headquarters in
Pennsylvania to assume responsibility for Sperry UNIVAC’s
total operations in Latin America and Australasia.
A little over a year ago the company moved into their
new 30 storey headquarters in Liverpool Street which will
now become the headquarters for Australasia of Sperry
UNIVAC. This was complemented by the completion late
last year of their $2 million engineering and support facility
at Wicks Road, Ryde, where the combined Service and
Support Group will be located.
GOLLIN SUPPLIES COMPUTER PERIPHERALS
Collin & Company Limited, has established itself as a
leading supplier in Australia, New Zealand and South East
Asia of a diverse range of computer peripheral devices.
Besides manufacturing a number of products at its Box Hill,
Victoria, facility, the Company is also the distributor for
several well-known overseas manufacturers of similar
equipment.

The locally-manufactured microcomputer visual display
terminal culminates eight years of engineering development
and manufacture of visual display terminals. Designated the
Comterm, the design philosophy has been dictated by three
fundamental requirements:
1. Versatility

INTERFACE
IS THE NAME OF THE GAME
AND THE CUPBEARER IS

OPERATIONAL RESEARCH
PTY. LTD.
5th FL. 93 YORK ST. SYDNEY
IS THERE A GAP BETWEEN
YOUR COMPUTER AND
YOURSELF? BE IT JOB OR
PROJECT CONTROL, MATERIAL
OR MONEY HANDLING IN
PRACTICALLY ANY TRADE OR
BUSINESS, WE ARE HERE TO
BRIDGE THAT GAP.
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RING 29 6578 OR 29 6779
ix

SPICERS BUSINESS MACHINES
Solves your computer print out process
problems with BOWE guillotines,
b u rste rs, d eco 11 a to rs

BOWE 321 program card controlled high speed
burster. Insertion of card automatically sets
tractor feed and bursting rollers. Operating
speeds up to 550 feet per minute.

BOWE model 302 program card controlled high
speed cutter. Simply insert the card and press
the button. Operating speeds up to 200 feet per
minute.

Spicers Business Machines are Sole Australian Agents for BOWE Form Handling Equipment. BOWE
have available equipment from the simple table top burster to complete systems. The continuous web
being cut, folded and inserted into an envelope as well as being franked in one operation ready for the
post box.

SPICERS BUSINESS MACHINES
(A Division of Spicers Paper Industries Ltd.)
Melbourne: 67 9505

Sydney: 69 7871

Brisbane: 36 0477

Adelaide: 352 3322

Representing Agents: Perth — Barclay & Sharland 65 T311
A'
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buffered (up to 160 characters), has a card throughput of
up to 300 cpm, performs error checking, record validation,
data field reconstruction, and is available with a custom
communication line discipline, either asynchronous or (bi)
synchronous.
Standard firmware packages consist of edit compare,
edit numeric, alpha, or blank, edit partial image, edit partial
image exclusion, edit AND, edit OR. Designs allows
combination of all edits in one card pass. Custom firmware
packages are also available.
The Series 8000 OMR terminal is available in two to six
output stacker configurations with an LED card counter
display for all pockets, has an optional card series number
imprinter attachment (up to 14 digits), reads strobed OMR
cards and standard 80-column punched cards.
For complete information on the Series 8000 OMR,
write to G. Smith, Jacoby Mitchell Co., The Crescent,
Kingsgrove, N.S.W. 2208.
2. High definition readability; and
3. Communications interfacing flexibility
A microprocessor BUS structure allows six levels of
direct memory access and eight levels of vectored
interrupts. PROM, ROM and RAM memories are readily
interchangeable up to 64K words total. The program may
be prewritten in ROM memory or loaded via the
communications port. A highly readable display utilising a
cathode ray tube specifically designed for VDUs is used.
This features 70° deflection, 14” diagonal, P31 green
phosphor and integral anti-glare faceplate. These features
are enhanced by providing 7x9 dot matrix characters in a
9x14 field to allow character descenders and descended
characters. Communications flexibility is ensured by the
provision of both synchronous and asynchronous modes of
operation at baud rates up to 9600 baud. The 16 bit word
structure allows characters to be displayed in dual intensity,
complementary video, blinking underscore, descend
character, inhibit character and tab fields.
The complete flexibility of the terminal allows it to be
used for many widely differing tasks.
NEW TABLETOP OMR FEATURES MULTIPLE OUTPUT
STACKERS
Bourns Management Systems Division has announced
the addition of the Series 8000 Optical Mark Reader
tabletop terminal to their product line. It is capable of
performing sophisticated on-line and off-line edit and sort
functions at the point-of-action where the data is created.

The Read/Sort system, designed with microprocessor
technology, reads a two-sided card in one pass, if fully
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ADVANCED DIGITAL CASSETTE DATA
TERMINAL RELEASED
Watson Victor Limited is now marketing the MFE model
5000, an advanced digital cassette data terminal.

The manufacturer, MFE Corporation, describes the new
unique model 5000 as the smallest and most reliable
buffered data terminal yet developed.
The model combines two proven systems, the MFE
model 250B digital cassette tape transport and the Intel
8080 microprocessor.
Watson Victor Limited is supplying the model
nationally.
PICTURE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
The Picture Transmission System evolved from a
research program at the University of Western Australia in
the field of vision. The system was invented by Professor
John Ross who was in charge of the research program, and
Mr Monte Sala, an electronics specialist.

It was discovered that random scan patterns convey far
more information to the normal viewer than structured
scan patterns of the kind used in television and in other
picture transmission systems such as those used for
picturegrams. The key to an efficient transmission system
employing random scans was an addressing system which is
the heart of the invention.
For the purposes of transmission the picture is broken
down into individual picture elements each of which is
economically addressed at the cost of one bit of
information per picture element. Information about the
picture quality of each picture element is transmitted along
with the one bit-which defines the location of the picture
element within the picture as a whole.
The transmitter breaks the picture down into elements
selected at random and transmits them one by one. The
receiver assembles the picture information by detecting the
address bit, determining the correct position within the
picture for each picture element and locating it accordingly.
Since pictures are transmitted as a train of independent
picture elements reception can commence at any point in
the picture. Standard picture transmission systems require
that reception start at an initial point, usually the top left
hand corner of the picture.
Again, since picture elements are transmitted
independently, they may be transmitted and received at
any rate. The picture transmission system is therefore
xi

TOP IBM MAIM MOVES WITH
GENASYS TO N.Z.

Mr John Freeman has accepted an appointment as
general manager, New Zealand with Genasys Pty Ltd.
In twelve years at IBM Mr Freeman held a number of
senior managerial positions. The IBM General Systems
Division has just concluded two of its most successful years
under his direction as Australian sales manager.
Mr John Keene, managing director of Genasys, an
independent group of data processing consultants in the
small to medium computer area, said the company
structure in New Zealand was near finalization and Mr
Freeman would commence operations there forthwith.
BOWE SYSTEMS PROGRESS

Photographs show image of Professor Ross ‘coming up’ on the
screen, and final image.
Note: The system has been developed so far for identification
quality half tone pictures. Development for high quality
transmission will require the application of orthodox technology
only.

Bohler & Weber, the manufacturers of ‘Bowe’ forms
handling equipment, are making progress with their ‘Bowe’
Systems.
‘Bowe’ has complexes available which will handle
continuous web from the computer straight into the
envelope ready for the post box. The systems enable you to
guillotine, fold, insert into the envelope and frank in one
operation. A unique feature of one of the systems is being
able to by-pass the inserter should a particular invoice be
required to be separated for further manual processing. The
folding module is also capable of vertical folding as well as
parallel.
The Australian usage of continuous stationery is
increasing rapidly every year and increased sales of
computers are making companies investigate easier ways to
handle output.
Spicers Business Machines is the Sole Australian
Distributor for the ‘Bowe’ range and is receiving enquiries
from companies investigating methods of reducing
overheads.

asynchronous since it can speed up or slow down as
required.
A further advantage of the system is that interference to
the signal train affects only individual picture elements
which are, in any case, distributed at random within the
picture. Interference is therefore far less concentrated and
far less noticeable to the observer. Furthermore,
interference at one point in the picture does not entail as a
consequence interference with later elements as is the case
in standard systems.
Picture information may be converted from any
television standard into a form suitable for transmission by
the new picture transmission system and, at the receiving
end, picture information may be converted back into
another standard. The system can serve as a link between
different television standards.
The picture transmission system is inherently digital.
Pictures may be stored by computers on any convenient
mass storage device. This makes it possible to store,
retrieve, and distribute pictures within a computer
controlled network.
The picture transmission system is naturally adapted to
matrix type displays which are not yet commercially
available. In the meantime it can be used with cathode ray
display units.
xii
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Software Tools for Teaching
Computer Organisations
By Steve McCusker
This paper describes the use made of software logic simulators in teaching computer organisation
at the Canberra College of Advanced Education. A new logic simulator that is being developed is
described. This new simulator provides several important facilities that were not provided in the old
one.
Key Words and Phrases: Computer Education, Logic Simulation, Simulation of Computers.
CR Categories: 1.5,4.19

1.

INTRODUCTION
One of the problems in teaching computer
organisation (that is boolean algebra, basics of computer
design, CPU architecture, interfacing etc) is the difficulty of
giving the students any practical experience. The student
understanding of computer hardware is increased if the
student actually builds the devices they are studying,
(whether they be simple circuits feg counters, decoders
etc] or more complex ones such as small central processing
units). The process of using concepts, learnt in
class, in the building of some circuit or device forces the
student to clarify the concepts in his own mind and
improves his retention of the concepts.
One method that has been tried at the College and
elsewhere is to provide the students with some sort of kit
consisting of various logic elements which can be connected
up to make a circuit, typically by inserting wires in some
sort of plugboard arrangement. These are available
commercially and cost somewhere in the region of $500 to
$1500. The one the College has, built by a member of staff,
has about 20 gates (AND, </>R, NAND, N0R) and about 10
flip-flops together with a counter, decoder, a set of switches
for input and a set of lights for output (about 12 of each).
There are two significant drawbacks to this approach.
Firstly the circuits that can be set up are limited to
relatively simple ones. Secondly it would be very expensive
to provide sufficient kits for a large number of students.
Another, and more satisfactory approach is to use a
logic simulator, which is a program that runs on a general
purpose digital computer and simulates digital logic circuits.
This method can allow large numbers of students to have
reasonable access to a way of building and testing circuits
of considerable size (limited by the memory and time
available).
This paper describes an existing simulator and the use
that has been made of it over the last two years at the
College. The simulator is described in sufficient detail to
illustrate those areas in which it is unsatisfactory. The
design of a new simulator, incorporating improvements in
these areas, is presented along with a discussion of possible
simulation algorithms. Finally, possible future extensions to
the new simulator are considered.
2.

THE CURRENT LOGIC SIMULATOR - DIGSIMA
At the College we have been using a digital logic
simulator called DIGSIMA which was obtained from the
Dept of Information Science at MONASH University. We
have used this in two undergraduate computer Organisation
units for two years and in a graduate diploma unit for one*

semester. DIGSIMA allows students to specify circuits
composed of AND, OR and NOT gates, WIRES and D and
JK flip-flops.
DIGSIMA can simulate the behaviour ot the circuu
using either student or lecturer specified sets of input values
and can compare selected outputs with lecturer specified
values and award a mark based on the result.
This marking is a useful by-product that can be
obtained using a logic simulator and can significantly
reduce the lecturers marking load and give the student
quicker feedback about the success of his attempt.
During the second semester of 1973 the number of
DIGSIMA runs processed on the College’s B6700 was about
1000. The circuits being simulated ranged from a three gate
combinatorial circuit to a twelve bit CPU with 400 gates
and 150 flip-flops.
2.1

DIGSIMA - As The User Sees It
DIGSIMA is a batch program which reads a deck of
cards as input and has a set of disc files which define the
exercises that are available. The input deck consists of two
parts. The first part, called the “structure deck”, defines
the logic circuit to be simulated. The second part, or
“sequence deck” controls the simulation (Dept of
Information Science, Monash University, 1970).
2.1.1 Structure Deck
The structure deck consists of statements. Each
statement defines one element in the structure eg
CLOCK/A/INP1 /WRT/XYZ = CLOCK SIGNAL defines an
AND gate whose output is called CLOCK and whose inputs
are called INP1, WRT and XYZ.
The element types that DIGSIMA allows are AND
and OR gates, D and JK flip-flops, inverters (logical NOT),
which are specif ied by a “-” in front of an input name, and
WIRE which is specified as a one input, one output gate.
DIGSIMA provides a clumsy form of one dimensional
array of elements and provides a method of repeating
blocks of statements with optional indexing of array
elements. The repeated blocks can be nested within each
other.
Logic element names are restricted in length to six
characters. Names are in two parts; the first, consisting of
from one to six alphabetic characters, is the name proper;
the second, consisting of from zero to five numeric digits is
a subscript. The compiler always extends the numeric part
so the whole name is six characters long;
e.g. if FRED is the name as punched, the compiler
transforms it to FREDOO.

*School of Information Sciences, Canberra College of Advanced Education. Manuscript received 16th January 1975
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similarly GAT2, GAT02 and GAT002 are all
transformed to GAT002.
Although internally the compiler transforms the
names in this way, in the listing they appear as punched,
except in error messages where they are printed in the
transformed form.
2.1.2 Sequence Deck
The sequence deck can be considered as a sequence of
commands that control the simulation. Basically the
commands that are available in DIGSIMA sequence decks
are:
(a) Set the values of the input variables as specified in the
command and cause the circuit to be simulated for n
cycles (n specified in the command) using those input
variable values.
(b) Add the values of specified variables to the report list
which is compared with the list in the exercise file at
the end of the run to determine whether the structure
is correct.
(c) Add the specified variables to the print list (possibly
erasing those already there) and set the conditions
under which the values of the variables in the print
list should be printed.
(d) Terminate the simulation.
2.1.3 Output
The output of the program consists of:
(a) A listing of the structure deck.
(b) A summary of the compilation giving the number of
each type of element etc.
(c) A listing of the values of variables in the print list for
those cycles in which printing occurred.
(d) Optionally, interleaved with (c), a listing of the
sequence deck.
(d) A summary of the simulation including the mark
awarded, the maximum number of subcycles for any
cycle and the machine time used.
2.1.4 The Exercise File
These files are set up, one per exercise, by the
lecturer. They define limits on various parameters of the
simulation (eg maximum number of AND gates allowed),
the sequence deck to be used when doing a marking run,
the correct report list, and parameters specifying the
marking (eg how much the number of elements used in the
answer should effect the mark).
2.2

DIGSIMA — The Simulating Technique

The simulation is done in cycles. Each cycle consists
of three steps:
(a) gate updating — in this part new values are calculated
for the AND, OR and WIRE elements. Then if any
elements have thus changed their value the step is
repeated and this is continued until none of the
values change. Each of these repetitions is called a
subcycle.
(b) memory element updating — in this part new values
for all flip-flops are calculated using the values for
gates obtained in (a) and the old values for the
flip-flops. When all the new values have been found
the old values are overwritten by the new.
(c) any printing that is required.
2.3

DIGSIMA — Deficiencies and Problems

The most important deficiency is that it is not
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1, March 1976

possible to make the input values dependent on previous
output values. This becomes a considerable handicap when
simulating complex systems. For example when the
exercise is to build a CPU with some I/O capacity, it is very
hard to test the I/O if it is not possible to make the
response from the simulated I/O device dependent on the
values the CPU has given to the simulated device.
Similarly it ought to be possible to make reporting of
values for marking dependent on the output.
Another disadvantage of not being able to make
reporting of values dependent on output is that sequence
decks for exercises have to be designed so that the slowest
possible solution to the exercise has sufficient cycles to
finish before the sequence deck commands that values be
noted for marking. This means that most solutions finish
long before any reporting is to be done and waste cycles
doing nothing. Clearly if it were possible to make the
reporting of values take place when some variable becomes
equal to 1 then each solution could set this variable to 1
when it had finished, the reporting could be done and it
would not be necessary to waste cycles (and hence CPU
time).
These deficiencies can be remedied by increasing the
repertoire of sequence deck commands (see sections 3 and
4)There is no facility to define a module (for example a
register made of several flip-flops) and then use the module
in different places. The range of element types is small and
the syntax is clumsy and difficult to read especially in the
area of arrays and subscripting.
3.

NEW SIMULATOR LOGSIM - FACILITIES
The new simulator will remedy the deficiencies found
in DIGSIMA. This section describes the main additions.
3.1

Ability To Make Input Dependent On Output
New commands will be available in the sequence
deck. These will make it possible to select or ignore a set of
input values depending on the value of an element and to
report values for marking depending on the value of an
element. It will be possible to simulate, holding the input
values fixed, until a specified element becomes 1.
3.2

Module Definition
Modules will be able to be defined at the beginning of
a structure (or in a library). Modules will be defined as
structures made up of basic gates and other modules. For
example in the 12 bit CPU structure, mentioned above,
several 12 bit registers are used. Currently, in DIGSIMA,
these all have to be set up explicitly as 12 flip-flops. Using
the new simulator, it will be possible to define a module
consisting of 12 flip-flops and then use the module to
define all the 12 bit registers required.
3.3

More Basic Element Types
DIGSIMA allowed AND, OR and NOT gates, D and JK
flip-flops and a “WIRE” (WIRE allows one variable to be
defined as always having the same value as another). In
addition to these LOGSIM will allow the NAND, NOR, EQV
and NEQV gates, a DELAY memory element (flip-flops are
also “memory elements”) and a constant (in DIGSIMA to
create a variable always having the value 1, one has to define
the variable as an OR of some element and its complement
and similarly for constant value 0).
3
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3.4 Improved Readibility
The readability will be improved by allowing names
of up to 30 characters (including subscript). The
appearance of subscripted variables will be ALGOL-like (eg
REG [2J, MEMARRAY [3,7] ) and any number of
dimensions will be allowed. Blanks will be used as
delimiters in statements to improve their apprarance.
4.

LOGSIM - IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 The program can be divided into three stages.
These are the macro expansion, the compile and the
simulate. This division makes writing, debugging and
modifying much easier.
4.1.1 Macro Expander
SOURCE
STRUCTURE AND
SEQUENCE DECKS

MACRO
EXPANDER

J

EXPANDED

A

SOURCE

/ MODULE
LIBRARY

Figure 1 Macro Expander

The modules are implemented as macros. This stage
uses macro definitions in the program and in a “module”
library to expand occurrences of the module (macro) in the
structure. It also expands repeated blocks of code and
converts variable name subscripts to numerical subscripts.
4.1.2 Compiler
LISTING OF
STRUCTURE

COMPILER

COMPILED

(

TRUCTURE AN]
EQUENCE
DECKS

Figure 2 Compiler

The form the compiled structure takes is dependent
on the class of algorithms being used (see 4.2). If one class
of algorithms is being used then the structure is compiled
into a set of linked tables giving for each element its type,
its value(s) and the elements that are inputs to it. If another
class of algorithms is being used then the structure is
compiled into a list of initial values and a code string for a
machine which when executed will update the gates and
memory elements (flip-flops and delays).
The compilation of the sequence deck is simple. The
variable names are replaced by table indexes and the more
complex commands are broken down into sequences of
“basic commands” (see 4.1.3).
4.1.3 Simulator
The simulator can be considered to be a machine
which executes the sequence deck. The instruction set of
this machine (the “basic sequence deck commands”) are:
(a) set inputs and simulate one cycle
(b) if specified element = 1 then set inputs and simulate
one cycle otherwise do nothing
4

COMPILED
STRUCTURE
AND SEQUENC1
DECKS

SIMULATOR

EXERCISE
FILE INCL
CORRECT
.REPORT LIST

SIMULATION
OUTPUT INCL
MARK

Figure 3 Simulator

(c)

add the values of the specified elements to the report
list
(d) if specified element = 1 then add values to the report
list
(e) turn printing off
(f) turn printing on every nth cycle if element = 1
(g) simulate for n cycles with current input values
(h) simulate until specified element = 1 with current
input values
(i)
end simulation.
The important new commands that provide the
facility to make input and reporting dependent on output
values are b,d,g and h. Notice also that the variables to be
printed are now specified in the structure not in the
sequence deck so they cannot be changed during the
simulation. This facility in DIGSIMA seems to be rarely
used so it has been removed and the limit of 50 variables at
a time in the print list has been removed.
4.2 Simulation Algorithms
The algorithms are classified into class A algorithms
and class B algorithms.
4.2.1 Class A
In this class of algorithms all the information about
the structure is contained within a set of tables. The code
that updates the gates and memory elements is independent
of the structure being simulated.
There are three basic tables. The first two have an
entry for each gate and each memory element respectively
(conceptually these two could be considered the same but
in practice memory element entries have to hold an old and
a new value whereas gate entries hold a single value only).
Each entry contains a type code specifying the gate
(memory element) type (eg AND, OR etc), a value (or set of
2 values for memory elements) and a pointer to a list of
entries in the third table. The entries in the third table
specify the elements which are inputs to the element in
table 1 (or table 2) that is being considered.
The gate A has 2 inputs, gate B and memory element
C.
GATES

INPUTS

* END OF LIST MARKER

Figure 4 Basic Class A Tables
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A1 Brute Force Algorithm
In this algorithm every gate gets updated in every
subcycle regardless of whether its inputs have changed or
not. The algorithm scans through the gates in some order
updating each one. When it finishes it checks to see if any
have changed. If one or more have changed then it repeats
the process, if not, it proceeds to update the memory
elements.

GATESEQ

GATES-EFFECTED-LIST

NEXTAVAIL

t. >

GATES

ALRDY0N

GEFFPTR

POINTERS
T0 GATES

A2 Selective Gate Updating Algorithm
(This is the algorithm used in DIGSIMA).

Figure 6 Extra Tables For A2
START OF
CYCLE

update all
gates

gates change
value

update all memory
elements

copy new values of
elts to old values
memt

print

END OF CYCLE

Figure 5 Flowchart of A1

This algorithm differs from A1 in that, rather than
update every gate during every subcycle, it only updates
those gates whose inputs were changed in the last subcycle.
This reduces the number of gates updated (the amount of
reduction depends on the structure and input values). To
do this it is necessary to know, when changing a gate’s
value, what other gates use this gate as an input so these
other gates can be added to the list of gates to be updated
next cycle. This information can be derived from the tables
already existing (as these define the structure) but to
extract it each time a gate is updated is prohibitively
expensive of computer time. The solution adopted in A2 is
to extract the information for all gates before starting to
simulate and to store it in a new set of tables from whence
it can be extracted quickly when required.
GATESEQ: A circular list of gates awaiting updating.
NEXTUPD points to the next gate to be updated.
When a gate has been updated, and as a result its
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1, March 1976

value has changed, all the gates that have the changed
gate (m) as an input are added to GATESEQ at
NEXTAVAIL (which gets incremented mod table size
time).
Whenever
NEXTUPD
catches
each
NEXTAVAIL the gate updating part of the cycle has
finished.
ALRDYON: The entry in ALRDYON is set when the
corresponding gate is put on GATESEQ. Stops gates
being put on more than once.
CEFFPTR, GATES-EFFECTED-LIST: These are used to
locate the gates using a given gate as input. GEFFPTR
has an entry for each gate, the entry points to the
start of a linked list in GATES-EFFECTED-LIST.
Each entry in this list holds the number of a gate that
uses the original gate as an input (eg one which must
be considered for inclusion in GATESEQ if the value
of the original gate changes).
A3 - Sort Gates Algorithm
If the gates can be sorted into an order such that any
gate appears in the list after all the gates that are inputs to
that gate then to update the gates takes one pass only,
successive passes will not change any values. This technique
is used in SOLD (Reeves, 1972).
This sorting can only be done if there are no feedback
loops in the gates. This was felt to be too restrictive for
LOGSIM so the above approach is not possible. A possible
approach would be to divide the gates into two sets such
that the first set (connected to the inputs to the structure)
was sorted and the second set, containing any feedback
paths remained unsorted (fig 7). The gates could then be
updated by one pass through the sorted set and successive
paths through the feedback set (using A1 or A2).
4.2.2 Class B
In class B algorithms the information defining the
structure is not explicit in a set of tables but is implicitly
embedded in a sequence of instructions for some machine.
This sequence of instructions (“code string”), when
executed by this machine, updates the gates and memory
elements (eg executes one cycle of the simulation). The
feedback
paths
sorted
gates

unsorted
gates

memory
elements

Figure 7 Partially Sorted Gate Structure
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only tables required are those to hold the values of the
gates and memory elements. In class B unlike class A the
code to perform the updating is not invariant but structure
dependent.
B1 Brute Force
The code string to update the gates is executed
repeatedly until no gate changes (equivalent to Al).
B2 Brute Force With Tests
Here the code still updates all the gates but tests are
inserted within the code for each gate to speed up the
process. For example, the code to update a five input AND
gate could be made faster, on average, by inserting a test
after the first input value fetch. The test would if the value
is zero cause the fetching and ANDing of the next four
operands to be skipped. This is only useful where a large
proportion of gates have more than 3 inputs. This
technique is discussed in detail by Katz (Katz, 1963).

Structure
LDA A
AND B
AND C
AND D
AND E
STO X
B1 Code (single accumulator machine)
average no of memory cycles = 12
LDA
JMZ
AND
AND
AND
AND
FRED STO

A
FRED (jump if A=logical 0)
B
C
D
E
X

B2 Code average no of memory cycles=9 (assuming A is randomly 0
or 1)
Figure 8 Example of Test Insertion

4.3 Comparison of Algorithms
Class A algorithms take up less space than class B but
class B is potentially faster, if the code string is executed by
a real machine not a virtual one. The class A type of
structure is easier to manipulate. For example a class B
equivalent of A2 would be impossibly inefficient. The class
A algorithms would be better suited to an on-line version
where dynamic changing of structure between simulation
runs was allowed.
Of the class A algorithms it is not easy, and may not
be possible to select one which is superior to the others for
all structures. A2 and A3 are faster than Al in simulating
but involve more set up time initially. Tests done so far
have shown A2 to be faster than Al in all cases tested. An
implementation of B1 using a “virtual” machine

6

(interpreted by an ALGOL procedure) ran slower than A2
but as fast as or faster than Al in all cases. The possibility
of getting the simulator to choose an algorithm depending
on various properties of the structure and sequence deck to
be simulated is being investigated. (For a more detailed
comparison of algorithms see McCusker, 1973).
4.4 Possible Future Extensions
The most significant extension envisaged at the
moment is the addition of memories. Currently memories
can only be implemented as arrays of flip-flops. This has
two disadvantages. Firstly the memory is (unrealistically) as
fast as the rest of the machine (eg equivalent to a computer
with a core memory as fast as its basic cycle time).
Secondly a memory of any useful size is far too expensive
with respect to run time and simulator table space. For
example the CPU exercise being used at the College is
restricted to a memory of eight words. The envisaged
extension would allow a memory to be declared in the
structure. The declaration would specify the word size, the
number of words and the read/write times (in simulator
cycles). The rest of the structure would interface to the
memory through two flip-flop registers (an address register
and a data register) and some control variables all of which
would be specified in the memory declaration.
The simulator would not simulate the internal
workings but would use an appropriately sized array to
hold the contents of the memory and would move data
from the data register to the memory location addressed by
the address register or vice versa (depending on the control
variables) after waiting the number of simulator cycles
mentioned in the declaration.
5

CONCLUSION
The advantages of using a digital logic simulator in
the teaching of computer organisation have been argued.
Use of such a simulator at the Canberra College of
Advanced Education and the simulator itself have been
described. The deficiencies in this simulator have been
highlighted. Lest this gives an unfair impression of the value
of this simulator let it be said that is far superior to any
other available to the author’s knowledge.
The design of a new simulator has been given, with
particular reference to the ways in which deficiencies in the
earlier one will be remedied. It is thought that these
improvements, especially the ability to make the input
depend on previously obtained values, together with the
addition of a memory capability as described, will make the
simulator a more effective tool and extend the areas in
which it can be used. In particular more complex devices
will be amenable to simulation thus aiding in the teaching
of computer organisation at the more advanced levels.
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A Method for Representing Point
Data by Regions
By J. F. O’Callaghan*

A method is described for representing labelled points by a set of regions. The points are placed in an
array, and are expanded into empty array cells by digital picture operations. The amount of expansion
is limited by the sizes of neighbourhoods computed for every point. The neighbourhoods are
dependent on the local density of points and are controlled by user-supplied parameters. An explicit
clustering algorithm based on the symmetry of neighbourhood relations is incorporated. Uses for the
method include producing a clearer visual impression of point data and providing quantitative
descriptions of the data in terms of associated regions.

1. TASK

This paper presents a method for representing labelled
point data by a set of regions surrounding the points. The
aim of the method is to compute the boundaries of regions
which constitute a plausible areal grouping of the points.
The method makes no assumptions about the distribution
of points, about what the points represent or about any
relationships between the input labels. It has been
developed for points in two-dimensional space, although in
principle it could be applied to points in any number of
dimensions.
The method stems from a program developed to
compute the perceptual boundaries of dot patterns
(O’Callaghan, 1974). That program labelled data points
which were considered to be on the boundaries of a single
homogeneous cluster of dots. In contrast, the following
method accepts points with different input labels and
incorporates a non-parametric cluster algorithm for
grouping proximal points with the same label. The method
also processes the points in a rectangular array
representation to prevent overlaps between regions and
thereby to produce a more satisfactory visual appearance.
The regions are formed in the array by applying certain
digital picture operations to the array cells. Rosenfeld
(1969) has described an elementary set of operations which
can ‘expand’ the values of marked cells into their adjacent
empty cells. To achieve uniform expansion by serial
processing, the array is traversed iteratively in forward and
backward raster sequences, and only the preceding cells in
each sequence are labelled. Properties of this serial
expansion have been discussed in Rosenfeld and Pfaltz
(1966). By using these operations, points can be expanded
into the surrounding cells to form regions.
One of the problems with applying just these
operations is that they do not contain an inherent
termination criterion. Consequently, the expansion must
continue until the entire array is labelled or until a
condition prescribed by the user is satisfied. The first
situation is unsatisfactory when the points are not
distributed throughout the array, while the second situation
makes further analysis of the regions less objective. Another
problem with the operations is that they fail to generate
clusters based on density and proximity differences, if such
clusters are not reflected in the given labels. Thus a dense
cluster of points on a sparse background of points will not
be separated into two regions. A related problem concerns

the insensitivity of the operations to local point density.
Points in clusters with a density gradient must therefore be
expanded until the least dense areas of the clusters are
filled. Consequently, boundaries in the more dense areas of
the clusters are over-generalized and do not preserve certain
holes and concavities.
These problems have been overcome in the following
method by computing a neighbourhood for each sample
point. In general terms, the neighbourhood is an area which
contains other points (irrespective of their labels) in
proximity of the point. Its size depends on the local point
density and on user-supplied parameters to reflect local or
global aspects of the data. Neighbourhoods therefore
provide ‘areas of influence’ for each point and generate
local cluster associations among points. The method
described below uses these properties ad criteria to
terminate the ‘expansion’ operations outlined above and to
cluster sample points with the same label.
The remaining sections describe the method in detail
and provide illustrations of its results.
2. DETAILS OF THE METHOD

In the following description, Pj refers to the i th point
in a sample of I points, and 5(Pj, Pj) to the Euclidean
distance between Pj and Pj.
2.1 Computations for Neighbourhood

The concept of ‘neighbourhood of a point’ has been
widely used in programs for cluster analysis and spatial
analysis of dot patterns (see Duda and Hart, 1972). The
most common definition has been the k-nearest neighbours,
but for the current application this definition has several
disadvantages. One is that points close to a dense cluster are
strongly influenced by its point density, and have a
tendency to be included in the cluster. Another
disadvantage is that points in clusters with few members
(i.e. less than ‘k’) have neighbourhoods which extend across
gaps. The most serious disadvantage to the current
application is that the sizes of neighbourhoods are different
for boundary points in an homogeneous cluster than for
points in the interior of the cluster. Consequently, the
amount of ‘expansion’ for boundary points would be
greater and would result in the over-generalization of
boundaries. The definition described below does not have
these disadvantages; instead, it has the advantage that the
sizes of neighbourhoods are uniform for points in an
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Pk is a neighbour of Pj if it satisfies Eqs. (1) and (2).
Figure 1 shows the neighbours for a point in an arbitrary
set of points and illustrates the role of each limit.
An obvious choice for the distance to expand a point
in the array is the distance to the furthest neighbour.
However, this value tends to over-generalize the regions
more than necessary; instead, it is usually sufficient to
expand the labels until non-perceptual ‘holes’ (i.e. spaces)
between clustered points are filled. The following
specification is suitable for relatively homogeneous point
data. Let Rj be the ‘radius’ of expansion for P; and let
Di,k=5(Pi,Pk)
Then
Ri = max((Di>kxDMi) (Dyi+Dkikl))

(4)
(5)

for all neighbours, Pk, of Pj. The maximum possible
expansion is thus the maximum proportional distance to a
neighbour, where the proportion is relative to their nearest
neighbour distances.

Figure 1. Neighbourhood of a point, P;, in an arbitrary set of points
for Tr = 2.0, Ta = -1.0 (6 = 120°).

homogeneous cluster (see O’Callaghan, (1975) for a more
complete discussion of neighbourhoods).
The neighbourhood of a point is limited by distance
and directional properties of proximal points. The distance
limit prevents neighbourhoods from extending across gaps,
which are considered to be distances greater than a multiple
of certain nearest neighbour distances. The multiple is
defined by a user-supplied parameter, thereby allowing the
user global control over neighbourhood sizes. Specifically,
for Pk to be within the distance limit
8(Pi,Pk)/5(Pi,Pii)<Tr

.(1)

where Pjj is the nearest neighbour of P; and Tr is the
user-supplied parameter.
The direction limit restricts neighbours to points which
are not behind others (in an angular sense) in their view of
the central point. For Pk to be a neighbour of P; the
enclosed angle formed at any other point by Pk and P; must
be less than a threshold, 6 say. The limit is readily
computed by expressing the angle in terms of the sides of
the triangle so formed (i.e. in terms of the COS rule). Pk is
within the direction limit if for any neighbour Pj of Pj,
(S2(Pi,Pj)+82(Pj,Pk)—52(Pk;Pj) )/(5(Pi,Pj)*5(Pj,Pk) )< Ta (2)
where
Ta = 2 * COS (0)

(3)

The effect of the limit is to restrict the total possible
number of neighbours. In general, the limit is a secondary
control, because it need be applied only to points which
pass the distance test (i.e., Eq.(l) ).
5

2.2 Expansion of Points
The task of the ‘expansion’ operations is to generate
regions which reflect the neighbourhood sizes of the
enclosed points. A problem arises when points with
different labels have expansion radii which define
overlapping circles. Regions must be generated so that the
location of their boundaries preserve the relative values of
the expansion radii; thus, points with larger radii must be
expanded more and must have relatively larger regions. This
result is achieved by a procedure which is based on the
operations outlined in section 1 and which expands each
point over the same number of iterations. Details of the
procedure follow.
The expansion is carried out in an array, A(x,y) where
l<x<X and l<y<Y. Its cell increments are equivalent to
unit distances in the data, and its array dimensions, X and
Y, correspond to the smallest rectangular border
completely surrounding the points. For certain
applications, the data point positions must be scaled and
translated because of restrictions on array storage, but the
current program assumes that scaling and translation is
unnecessary.
The data points are represented in the array by
marking the corresponding cells with their point numbers
(i.e., with i where l<i<I). Expansion of the numbers into
adjacent cells occurs by iteratively traversing the array in
forward and backward raster sequences; i.e. by the
sequences
((A(x,y), x = 2, X-l), y = 2, Y-l)

(6)

and
( ( A(X-x,Y-x), x = 1, X-2), y = 1, Y-2)
(7)
respectively. The number of iterations of these sequences is
determined by the maximum ‘radius’ of expansion; i.e.,
RMAX = max (Rj), l<d<3

(8)

taken to the nearest integer.
Figures 2(a) and (b) show the cells adjacent to the
current cell, (x,y), which are considered for marking in each
sequence. An adjacent cell is marked with the number in
(x,y) if it is empty (but not a border cell) and if it is within
a certain distance from the original cell with that number
(i.e., the data point). For example, a cell at a distance Di k
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1, March 1976
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Figure 2. Diagram of cells adjacent to the current cell (a) in the
forward sequence, and (b) in the backward sequence.

from Pj can be marked with the number i only on the
iteration
Dj k x(RMAX/Rj)

(9)

taken to the nearest integer. It is evident that cells at a
distance greater than Rj from Pj cannot be marked with i.
The condition expressed in (9) forces the expansion of
numbers to be proportionally spaced over RMAX
iterations and thereby preserves the relative values of
expansion radii in the sizes of generated regions.
2.3 Explicit Clustering of Points
It would be possible to simply display the regions
formed by the expansion of points with the same data
label. However it is often desirable for regions to reflect
obvious spatial groupings among the data points. For
example, the points in Figure 3 should be represented by
two regions rather than one (if all points have the same
label). For this reason an explicit clustering algorithm is
included in the program (as an option).
The algorithm is a simple extension of the
neighbourhood computations. Two points are clustered (a)
if they have the same input label, and (b) if they are
symmetric neighbours (i.e., P; is a neighbour of Pj and Pj is
a neighbour of Pj). The algorithm checks these properties
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1, March 1976

Figure 3 (a). An arbitrary set of points with a single label, (b)
Regions generated for Tr = 1.8, Ta = -1.0.

between each point and its neighbours, assigning
appropriate ‘cluster’ labels. Routines are included to assign
points to a cluster (i.e., assign them a label) and to merge
two clusters (i.e., change the labels of all points in a
cluster).
The clustering algorithm is clearly non-parametric,
since it makes no assumptions about the density
distribution of the data (Duda and Hart, 1972).
Computation time and storage requirements are comparable
with similar algorithms based on neighbourhood properties
9
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Figure 4 (a). Point data representing three classes of vegetation, (b)
Regions generated for Tr = 10.0, Ta = -1.0. (c) Regions generated
after the removal of isolated points (shown as ‘O’), for Tr = 10.0, Ta
= —1.0. (d) Regions generated for Tr = 5.0, T., = —1,0. (e) Regions
generated by the points of class ‘2’, for Tr = 5.0, Ta = —1.0.

can be gained from the results in Figures 3 and 4. Further
discussion can be found in O’Callaghan (1975).
2.4 Display of Regions
The clustering is reflected in the array by replacing the
input point numbers used in the expansion operations with
the cluster labels. Thus regions surrounding the points will
merge if they are adjacent and have the same cluster label.
However, situations may arise where regions with the same
cluster label are prevented from merging. This may happen
for example when two different cluster associations
between two pairs of points intersect; the expansion will
usually allow only one pair of regions to merge.
Boundaries of regions with the same cluster label are
recovered by a boundary-tracking algorithm (described in
Rosenfeld (1969)) which consider regions to be

(e.g., Jarvis and Patrick, 1973), but differences in
performance arise from the nature of the computed
neighbourhoods. In particular, the current algorithm
preserves clusters of points with relatively small nearest
neighbour distances and restricts the criteria for cluster
membership to geometric properties of proximal points. Its
disadvantages usually occur in other algorithms, and relate
to the ‘local processing’ nature of the computations; for
instance, it will merge groups of points along a single
symmetric neighbourhood link.
An appreciation of the performance of the algorithm

TABLE 1. Processing Details for Results in Figure 4.
Results
shown in

No. of Input
Points

No. of Input
Labels

Tr

Ta

Remove
Isolated
Points+

No. of
Iterations

No. of
Clusters

Time to
Time to
Compute
Expand and
Neighbours* Cluster*

Figure 4(b)
Figure 4(c)
Figure 4(d)
Figure 4(e)

250
250
250
120

3
3
3
1

10.0
10.0
5.0
5.0

-1.0
-1.0
1.0
-1.0

0
1
0
0

11
11
11
17

29
17
51
3

2.33
4.52
1.37
0.32

0.54
0.53
0.51
0.67

* Time in secs, on CD Cyber 76
+ Points removed when value is T’ (i.e. Figure 4(c) ).
TABLE 2. Cluster Properties for Results in Figure 4
Results shown
in
Figure 4(b)
Figure 4(c)
Figure 4(d)
Figure 4(e)
10

No. of Clusters for Points with

Total Cell Area of Regions with

Label 1

Label 2

Label 3

Label 1

Label 2

Label 3

9
5
19

6
4
12
3

14
8
20
-

1204
1151
1089
-

1901
1978
1762
3171

960
917
1072
-

„
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(c)

(d)

diagonally-connected (i.e., 8-connected). The boundaries
are displayed with horizontal and vertical line segments,
although diagonal segments could have been specified (see
Freeman (1974) for a discussion of the alternatives). For
display purposes in Figures 3 and 4, the input labels of the
points are printed in the appropriate positions.
3. RESULTS

Figure 3 presents an arbitrary set of singly labelled
points and its region representation generated for Tr = 1.8
and Ta = —1.0. At these parameter values, the cluster
algorithm has separated the dense from the sparse set of
points to form two clusters. The expansion operations have
generated the two regions shown in Figure 3(b) whose areas
indicate the relative neighbourhood sizes of points in each
cluster. The hole and major concavities of the dense cluster
have been preserved, since the neighbourhood sizes are
proportional to local point density. The results at lower
values of the parameters (Tr < 1.5) contain more regions
with more holes, while at higher values (Tr > 2.5) a single
region with no holes is generated.
Figure 4(a) presents a classification of vegetation data
obtained by Goodall (1953). The 250 points, labelled T’,
‘2’ and ‘3’, represent three classes of vegetation in an area
consisting of sandy ridges (running vertically in Figure 4).
Figures 4(b), (c), (d) and (e) present region representations
of the data and illustrate how the method can be applied.
Details of the processing for these Figures are shown in
Tables 1 and 2. The program times have been separated in
Table 1 to show the relative expense of computing the
neighbourhoods and of executing the other operations.
Figure 4(b) provides an interpretation of the data for
the parameter values Tr = 10.0, Ta = —1.0. The overall
impression of Figure 4(b) suggests that a relationship exists
between the classes of vegetation and topography; in
general, classes T’ and ‘3’ and class ‘2’ form alternate
vertical columns. Such an impression is not so clearly
gained from Figure 4(a).
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1, March 1976

(e)

Several features of the method are evident in the
results. Most regions in Figure 4(b) are smaller than the
regions that would be obtained by expanding each point
independently to its expansion radius (cf., Figure 4(e) ).
The shapes of the regions have therefore been determined
by the spatial arrangement of differently labelled points
and by the relative sizes of expansion radii. These factors
are most noticeable in the shapes of regions surrounding
single points, such as those on the left hand side of Figure
4(b). The effect of the clustering procedure is not marked
in Figure 4(b), because of the relatively high value of Tr,
but adjacent regions surrounding points with the same label
11
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appear at the bottom side (label ‘1’) and at the middle right
hand side (label ‘3’).
Points without a neighbour of the same label often
detract from a global impression of the regions. The
program has an option to eliminate these isolated points
and subsequently to treat the remaining points as input
data. Figure 4(c) shows the regions which have been
generated with this option present for Tr = 10.0, Ta = —1.0.
The 12 points which have been eliminated are labelled as
‘O’ in Figure 4(c). The effect of the extra processing has
been to reduce the number of regions within the same area
(see Table 2) and thereby to emphasize the apparent
relationship between the vegetation and topography.
Flowever, the neighbours have been computed twice,
resulting in an almost doubling of the program execution
time (see Table 1).
The parameters Tr and Ta globally control the sizes of
neighbourhoods and accordingly influence the total number
of clusters and corresponding regions generated. As
mentioned in section 2, the control provided by Ta is for
most data secondary to Tr, and Ta has usually been treated
as a constant. Figure 4(d) shows the effect of decreasing the
value of Tr (to Tr = 5.0); the number of regions has been
substantially increased (almost doubled) and the visual
impression of the representation is less satisfactory. One
feature of the results more noticeable than in Figure 4(b), is
the effect of the cluster algorithm; there are many areas
where regions containing points with the same input label
are adjacent.
It can be meaningful to examine the regions (or
clusters) generated for data consisting only of a particular
class of points. The results generally convey the effect of
the other data classes on the regions generated for this class
of points, at a level of clustering defined by Tr and Ta. The
number of regions, the area and shape of their regions and
the number of data points in each region are measures of
the effect of the other classes, and intuitively reflect
properties related to segregation and separation of points.
Figure 4(e) shows the three regions generated for the points
of class ‘2’ at Tr = 5.0, Ta = —1.0. A comparison of these
regions with the corresponding regions for points of class
‘2’ in Figure 4(d) indicates that the other classes of points
have had quite a constraining influence on the regions
generated for class ‘2’. The influence can be quantitatively
assessed by evaluating the measures mentioned above;
values for the number of clusters and total number of array
cells are given in Table 2. Similar kinds of results could have
been obtained for the other classes of points.
4. DISCUSSION
The method described here is an attempt to present a
clearer visual impression of point data through the display
of regions. The method can be applied to data from
different sources provided that the nature of the points
allows the regions to be meaningfully interpreted. The
program has in fact been used for vegetation analysis (as
described above) and for urban studies, specifically, for
displaying classifications of suburban dwellings.
An important feature of the method is that the results
produced by the same parameter values for different point
data can be objectively compared. The method also offers
tire possibility of quantitatively describing point data in
terms of properties of their associated regions. As
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illustrated in section 3, the degree of class segregation can
be conveyed from comparing regions generated in the
presence and absence of certain classes of points. It should
be stressed however that the results must be treated as
particular hypotheses or interpretations of the data.
Moreover, no claim can be made that the regions are those
which might be perceived by human observers; to make
such a claim would require a better understanding of
human perception than is currently available.
Modifications could be made to the method to
incorporate knowledge derived from specific applications.
Such knowledge might for example provide rules to
constrain the direction in which the expansion of certain
points proceeds. These rules could be based on the presence
of certain arrangements of labels, in a similar way to those
used to reconstruct grey-scale images of clouds from edge
data (Strong and Rosenfeld, 1973). Other rules could be
based on relationships between cell locations and external
variables. For instance, the expansion of points representing
vegetation classes could be constrained to areas within
prescribed contour intervals.
Another kind of modification could be made to the
expansion operations to restrict the sizes of regions. For
example, the operations to expand points could be
followed by a similar set of operations to iteratively remove
the outer boundaries of the generated regions (as described
in Rosenfeld, 1969). The effect would be to reduce the
overall sizes of regions and yet to maintain unified regions
around clustered points. This method would be suitable for
data in which there were high inter-point associations
creating a ‘boundary tension’ effect.
The method has been programmed in Fortran for a CD
Cyber 76, and is available interactively on the computer
network of the CSIRO Division of Computing Research.
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The Design of Associative Key Lists
(Secondary Indices)
By Ken J. McDonell*
This paper outlines the types of processing environments in which associative key lists may be
used to advantage. The two most common organizations of associative key lists are the ‘multi-list’
structure and the ‘inverted index’. These two techniques are described and compared (using largely
qualitative assessments), with particular reference to space requirements and the influence (upon
performance) of the main file organization, main file processing (record addition, modification,
retrieval and deletion) and the sequence of the entries within the lists.
KEY WORDS AND PHRASES: inverted index, multi-list, secondary index, file organization
CR CATEGORIES: 3.72, 3.73,4.33,4.34

1

INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with techniques for improving
the retrieval performance of large data files stored on
random access devices. It is assured that there is a single
main file, containing all the corporate data for a particular
set of data processing operations.
The type of queries which the data base system must
support necessitates the maintenance of secondary access
paths into the main file — these access paths allow efficient
retrieval of records which have (predetermined) common
characteristics. Implementation of secondary access paths
typically involves the use of a logical list and attention is
focused upon two physical implementations (multi-list and
inverted index), with the aim of comparing the two in a
specific operational data base environment.
TERMS USED
Due to the lack of terminology standardization, it is
necessary to define the conceptual terms which shall be
used.
ATTRIBUTE — a characteristic assigned to a physical
entity which helps describe the entity, e.g. item code,
name, subject number, location code, age, sex, etc.
RECORD — a discrete piece of logically autonomous
information e.g. all the data relating to one customer,
or one invoice, or one student, or one account.
A record consists of an ordered set of attribute-value pairs,
e.g. NAME=SMITH,AGE=26,SEX=MALE.
IDENTIFIER — those field(s) in a record which serve to
uniquely identify that record. (Synonyms: accession
number, record identifier, primary key).
KEY — an attribute-value pair, usually not unique and used
to describe the attributes possessed by an entity.
(Synonyms: descriptors, secondary keys).
ASSOCIATIVE KEY LIST - a logical list which joins
together all main file records with the same key — used
for implementing secondary access paths to the main
' file. (Synonym: secondary indices).
INDEXED KEY — a key for which there exists an
associative key list.

The normal functions associated with a data base
require one or more of the following basic operations to be
performed,
1. adding a new record
2. deleting an existing record
3. modifying an existing record
4. retrieving some information from the data base.
The physical operations involved in achieving record
addition, deletion or modification are usually .quite
complex and heavily dependent upon the particular main
file structure. However, the specific steps involved in the
main file maintenance are not an important consideration
in this discussion which is principally concerned with the
maintenance and use of the associative key lists. Therefore
the following generalization of the maintenance operations
shall be assumed.

2

3

PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS
Within the main file, all records have the same format
this can be generally represented as a variable length record,
composed of a variable number of attribute-value pairs.

Record addition

1.
2.
3.

Using the new identifier, locate the new record’s
correct physical location.
Physically insert the record into the main file.
Add references to the record into the appropriate
associative key lists.

Record deletion

1.
2.
3.

Using the identifier, locate the position of the
record.
Physically remove the record from the main file.
Delete references to the record from the
appropriate associative key lists.

Record modification

1.

Using the identifier, locate the position of the
record.
2. Modify the record and place it back into the file.
3. Alter the appropriate associative key lists to reflect
any addition/deletion/modification to the record’s
keys resulting from the change to the record.
Each of these operations involves some access into the
main file, and each access into the main file requires a
record identifier to either,
1. locate a record (deletion or modification), or
2. locate the physical address for a new record
(addition).
Henceforth, it is assumed that the main file structure
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Figure 1: Possible main file structures

Figure 2: Typical record qualifier parts of the data base query

(------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------1
provides access by identifier. Figure 1 shows some of the
possible main file structures.
Record retrieval

The retrieval operation can generally be described as a
query (directed to the data base), followed by a response. A
query consists of two parts — a ‘record qualifier’ part and a
‘response control’ part. The record qualifier part determines
which conditions a record must satisfy in order that it will
satisfy the query. Cardenas (1973) has presented a
formalization of the record qualifier portion of user queries
in terms of ‘atomic conditions’ (involving only one key),
‘item conditions’ (a disjunction of atomic conditions),
‘record conditions’ (a conjunction of item conditions), and
‘query conditions’ (a disjunction of record conditions). The
format assumed here falls within this formalization, with
the non-trivial proviso that relations between attributes and
values (i.e. atomic conditions) are restricted to equality or
inquality (no attempt is made to handle queries which
contain atomic conditions of the form AGE>20, or
SALARY<10000). Figure 2 shows some typical formats
for the qualifier part. Once a record satisfies the conditions
of the record qualifier part, the response control part of the
query determines what action is to be taken with the
record. Figure 3 presents the common types of response
control.
Obviously response gained from the query is
determined completely by the query and the current state
of the data base — the record qualifier part of the query
determines which records are relevant, the response control
part determines whether the result will be an extracted file
of data base records (or sub-records), or a list of identifiers,
or a record count; while the state of the data base
determines how many records will satisfy the record
qualifier part of the query.
It is assumed that the types of data base systems under
consideration are capable of supporting queries of the form
<record qualifier> <response control>
Further, the only available options for the two parts of the
query are assumed to be those listed in Figures 2 and 3.
Having described the type of operations to be directed
to the data base, the manner in which these operations will
be performed must be stated. It is assumed that the data
base system must support both batch and on-line processing
for all processing operations outlined so far in this section.
4

WHY USE ASSOCIATIVE KEY LISTS?
If the data base can provide retrieval of all records
containing a particular key (or combination of keys)
without exhaustively scanning the entire file, then that key
is said to be ‘indexed’. To achieve this there must be a list
for each indexed key which joins together all the main file
14
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1. SAVE ENTIRE RECORD(S)
2. SAVE PART OF RECORD(S)
3. SAVE IDENTIFIER(S)

j
!

!

4. COUNT NUMBER OF RECORDS

J

!------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- i
Figure 3: Typical response control parts of the query

records containing that key. Such a list is termed an
‘associative key list’.
Note, that as a general case, no indexed key appears in
all main file records (otherwise, retrieval is an exhaustive
scan). This means that a given associative key list links
together a subset of the main file records.
Now the question is posed, why are such lists a good
thing? The answer is basically simple — the amount of time
spent in accessing the main file to answer retrieval queries
may be significantly reduced. Of course, there is a
performance degradation associated with the maintenance
of these lists during operations involving record addition,
deletion or modification. However, the fundamental
assumption behind the use of associative key lists is that the
overall system improvement gained as a result of the
upgraded retrieval performance is greater than the overall
degradation suffered as a result of the poorer maintenance
performance.
Improved retrieval performance is most critical in
essentially on-line applications where the time taken for an
exhaustive main file scan would normally fall well outside
the desired maximum system response time.
How does this supposed retrieval performance
improvement come about? The benefits are varied and
obviously depend upon the relative demands made on the
different query types. The basic benefits are as follows,
1. For the ‘find records with key X’ type of record
qualifiers (atomic conditions), if the key is
indexed, then an exhaustive scan of the main file is
avoided. As the number of entries in the list
increases, this benefit decreases.
2. Similarly, finding records which satisfy a record
qualifier involving a Boolean combination of keys
(item, record or query conditions) can also be
more efficiently processed if the keys are indexed,
since fewer records must be retrieved to find those
which satisfy the query.
3. Access to the main file may be avoided altogether
for queries involving indexed keys and response
controls- specifying either a record count or
identifiers only, since this information may well be
included in the lists and stored separately from the
main file.
Note that the requirement which allows access and
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1, March 1976
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INVERTED INDEX
KEY I

KEY J

can be found in Dodd (1969), Lefkovitz (1969), and
Cardenas (1973).
As Lefkovitz (1969) points out, there are many hybrid
structures including cellular multi-list, cellular serial,
controlled list length multi-list and partially inverted
indices. This discussion shall centre on the two structures
presented so far, since they represent the two extremes of
the range of possible organizations. The retrieval oriented
techniques of compound indices (Lum, 1970) and ‘record
clustering’ (Rettenmayer, 1972) fall outside the scope of
this presentation.
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Figure 4: Inverted index structure

modification to individual main file records precludes the
omission of indexed key fields from these records once
they are linked into the necessary associative key lists.
5

ALTERNATE ASSOCIATIVE KEY LIST
ORGANIZATIONS

One structure for maintaining associative key lists is an
inverted index (see Figure 4). In this case, the list is
physically isolated from the main file and an index is
created with one variable length entry per indexed key (or
inverted key). This entry consists of the inverted key and a
string of elements which serve to identify those main file
records which contain this key (see Figure 5). These
elements may be main file identifiers or main file record
addresses; they may be unsorted or sequenced into
ascending values.
Another implementation of the associative key lists
uses the same logical structure as an inverted index, but
takes most of the list elements and stores them adjacent to
the main file records. Known as the ‘multi-list’ organization
this technique reduces the index size to one element per
indexed key (see Figure 6). This single element identifies a
record in the main file which contains the particular key.
When that record is retrieved, it contains another element
(or pointer) which identifies the next record in the list.
Thus, if a record contains N indexed keys, then N lists will
pass through this record and there must be at least N
elements each ‘pointing’ to the next record on one of the
N lists. As with the inverted index the order in which the
records occur within a given list may be in ascending
pointer value sequence or in random sequence, and the
pointers may be addresses or identifiers.
A fuller description of these two basic organizations
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1, March 1976

INDEX DECODING

In both the structures presented, there is a common
problem, viz. how to locate the start of the associative key
list, given the indexed key. Normally this key would be of
the form ‘attribute’ = ‘value’ and this is not a very
convenient format for locating the head of the associative
key list.
In this discussion, it is assumed that some process
exists for mapping the ‘attribute’ = ‘value’ form of an
indexed key into a set of unique values. In other words,
each distinct attribute-value pair can be transformed into a
unique value, called the key value. This process may involve
table lookup (Vose and Richardson, 1972), hashing
(Higgins and Smith, 1971) or tree searching (Cardenas,
1975). The resultant key value would normally be an
integer; however, this does not preclude the use of the
character string representation of the attribute-value pair as
the key value.
Further, it is assumed that the algorithm for accessing
the associative key lists uses the key value to locate the
head of the relevant list.
These assumptions are used to bypass a major problem
area common to all associative key list organizations, and
not relevant to a discussion of relative advantages or
disadvantages.
7

EFFECT OF LIST SEQUENCE UPON INDEXED
KEY RETRIEVAL

If the main file is stored on a moving head device, the
main file physical and logical structure is an important
factor when considering the sequence of the associative key
lists. If the lists are to be sequenced, then the only sequence
providing a significant retrieval benefit for atomic queries is
in order of ascending main file address, since this will
improve the retrieval performance by allowing all records
with the same indexed key to be retrieved in ‘one pass’ of
the main file. Retrieval in such a single pass will be more
efficient since disk head movement is confined to
track-to-track seeking. However a list sequence which
causes the records to be retrieved in a random sequence
(relative to disk addresses) will involve much longer head
movement times. Therefore, for main files whose physical
record sequence is not the same as the logical identifier
sequence, disk addresses would need to be used as the

j <KEY #>,
| <LIST LENGTH>,
( <LIST OF MAIN FILE IDENTIFIERS OR ADDRESSES>
u—

|
i
j

________________________ —-------------------------------------------- 1

F%ure 5: Inverted index entry format
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F

MULTI-LIST INDEX

list and requiring no scanning and minimal re-organization
of the remainder of the list. For sequenced lists, the list
must be scanned to locate the correct position for the new
entry and then the list has to be logically (and often
physically) re-structured to accommodate the insertion.
When considering deletion, the time taken to delete an
entry from a list is independent of the list sequence, since
the list must be scanned until the requested entry is located
- on average this will mean scanning half the list,
irrespective of whether the entries are sequenced or in
random order. Of course, it may be possible to use scanning
algorithms which exploit a sequenced list to reduce the
search time (e.g. binary chop or block scanning).
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Figure 6: Multi-list structure

elements of the sequenced lists, (e.g. random access or tree
structured main files). However, for sequential files, the
logical and physical sequences are the same, so the list
elements could be either identifiers or disk addresses.
Sequenced lists can be particularly beneficial during
the processing of queries involving Boolean combinations of
atomic conditions. Queries of this nature are usually
handled by conjunction and/or disjunction of the necessary
associative key lists — clearly each list needs to be scanned
only once if the entries are sequenced, however
unsequenced lists must be repeatedly scanned.
Obviously if the list entries are not sequenced then
retrieval via indexed key may have to be followed by a sort
to produce reports in identifier sequence. This sort would
not be necessary if the lists were maintained in identifier
sequence.
8

EFFECT OF LIST SEQUENCE UPON INDEXED
KEY MAINTENANCE
Changes to the associative key lists are caused by the
following changes to the main file,
1. adding new records
2. deleting existing records
3. modifying the key field(s) of an existing record
Within the associative key lists, all these changes are
implemented using the two basic operations,
1. adding a new entry to a list, and
2. deleting an entry from a list.
Note that record addition and deletion involves one basic
operation for each indexed key contained in the main file
record. For this reason, addition/deletion of whole records
places a heavier burden upon the list maintenance than
addition/deletion of a single key field in an existing record.
Generally, the time taken to add an entry into a list is
shorter if the list is unsequenced; due mainly to the
technique of adding the entry to the start (or end) of the
16

EFFECT OF MAIN FILE PROCESSING UPON LIST
ENTRIES

If the normal main file processing involves adding and
deleting entire records, then most file structures (e.g.
partitioned sequential, indexed sequential, random access,
tree structured) force both modified and unmodified
records to be physically relocated within the file (e.g.
‘bumping’ records into overflow). Under these
circumstances, the use of main file addresses in the
associative key lists causes extra list maintenance each time
a record is relocated. This is not true if main file identifiers
are used, since despite relocation, a record can still be
found using its identifier.
If identifiers are used, then there will be an overhead
during the retrieval process, however the volume of list
maintenance caused by main file modification would be
reduced. The overall effect on the system depends upon,
1. the relative frequency of addition, deletion and
retrieval, and
2. the time required to modify the lists (after a
change in record location) compared with the
extra time involved in accessing the main file using
an identifier (as opposed to an address).
10 SPACE CONSIDERATIONS

To implement the associative key lists, the minimum
amount of extra information which must be stored is the
same for both organizations, viz. one citation of each
indexed key value and one link, pointer or identifier for
each indexed key contained in each record in the data base.
However, the amount of extra storage actually
allocated to hold the extra information may vary between
the two structures.
If the key list storage density (SD) is defined,
information required
cr\ —
------------------- N---disk space allocated
Then,
1. The inverted index records are variable length,
volatile (i.e. subject to addition/deletion of
entries), and must be modified in a real time
on-line environment. These facts force the inverted
index to be implemented using a structure which
includes overflow areas to help insulate the entire
inverted index from changes to an individual list.
Therefore the inverted index approach cannot
achieve SD = 1.0, and the actual value could be
well below 1.0.
2. The main file record format may be one in which
each attribute only occurs a fixed number of times
(e.g. an employee has exactly one SEX, one AGE,
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1, March 1976
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and three QUALIFICATIONS). Under these
circumstances the number of indexed keys (and
hence pointer fields allocated) per record is
constant and a multi-list structure may well
achieve SD = 1.0. However, some record formats
allow an attribute to occur a variable number of
times in a record (e.g. A student enrolled in 1 to
10 SUBJECTS). Under these conditions there are
problems with the allocation of link fields for the
multi-list pointers and generally either more links
than minimally necessary are allocated or the links
must contain extra information. In either case, SD
will be less than 1.0 (this point is illustrated in
greater depth in Appendix 1).
Usually, disk addresses require less storage than main
file identifiers and for this reason there is often a space
improvement associated with the use of addresses in
preference to identifiers. However, the improvement will
normally be small (in. relation to the overall size of the data
base) and should be considered in the light of possible
degradation in operating performance due to increased list
maintenance activity resulting from the use of main file
addresses.
11 TIMING CONSIDERATIONS

The performance of associative key lists in respect to
retrieval and maintenance times depends upon a number of
factors besides the choice of list organization. For example,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

physical order of elements in the list
frequency of access/modification to all lists
distribution of list lengths
storage device characteristics
frequency and complexity of queries involving a
Boolean combination of 2 or more indexed keys.

In Appendix 2 expressions are developed for the time
to retrieve an individual list, the time to add a new entry
into a list and the time to delete an entry from a list. These
expressions make allowance for the list organization and
the sequence of the entries within the list. The other factors
influencing performance are user determined, although
Lowe (1968) has proposed a model which bounds the
performance times for most common frequencies of list
length and frequencies of list access.
Characteristics
influencing
performance
are
predominantly installation dependent, and it seems unlikely
that any accurate expressions can be evolved because the
user may be unable to quantify ‘frequency of access’, ‘mean
list length’, ‘mean number of buckets per list’, etc. For this
reason, the expressions derived in Appendix 2 are only of
marginal use and any real attempt to predict performance
of either of these organizations must lie in the simulation
techniques already adopted for other file structures (Lum,
Ling and Senko, 1970; McDonell and Montgomery, 1973;
Montgomery, 1974; Severence and Merton, 1972). Some
simulation work has been carried out for associative key
lists (Cardenas, 1973) and a simulation model has been
successfully used to assist in the design and implementation
of an inverted index package (McDonell, 1974).
Both Lefkovitz (1969) and Martin (1969) have
developed similar relationships to describe the time
performance of multi-list and inverted index organizations,
however the parameters used are no easier to quantify than
those required for the expressions in Appendix 2.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1, March 1976

12 BROAD TRENDS AND CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The following points illustrate the situations under
which one organization has a consistent advantage over the
other.
1. An inverted index can handle the type of queries
involving Boolean combinations of keys more
efficiently because list conjunction/disjunction can
be performed prior to main file accessing —
avoiding the retrieval of unwanted records or the
duplicate retrieval of requested records.
2. Prior to main file access, an inverted index allows
definition of the members (record identifiers or
addresses) of the set of records satisfying a query
involving indexed keys in the record qualifier part.
Normally, both organizations would maintain the
list length as part of the ‘house keeping’ data at
the head of each list — hence, for atomic queries
the set size would be known prior to main file
access. For queries involving more than one
key, only the inverted index
indexed
implementation would be able to determine the
set size before main file retrieval was completed.
3. For those queries which involve retrieval of all or
part of the main file records the multi-list
organization does not waste time retrieving the list
prior to main file processing.
4. The addition or deletion of an entry to or from an
associative key list requires fewer main file
accesses for an inverted index. Therefore, provided
the number of inverted accesses required is small,
list maintenance will be less efficient in the
multi-list organization. The difference is
highlighted during the addition of a new entry into
a list which is maintained in sequence (to improve
retrieval performance).
As can be seen, for associative key list organization in
the assumed operating environment, the inverted index
approach appears to have an advantage over the multi-list
technique. This is especially true in situations where the
lists are frequently modified.
APPENDIX 1

An example of the pointer allocation problem
encountered in the multi-list organization when main file
records contain a variable number of key fields.
Assume a main file record format as follows,
field name

field length
(char)

IDENTIFIER
SUBJECT-1
SUBJECT-2
SUBJECT-3
SUBJECT 4
SUBJECT-5
u-------------- -------------------

4
6
6
6
6
6
_____________ — __________ j

The main file record may contain 1-5 valid subject
entries, however the average number of valid subjects per
record is 2.
In order to allow for up to 5 subject lists to pass
through any particular record there must be either,
1. 5 link fields assigned to each record, or
17
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2.

each link field contains both a ‘main file record
pointer’ and a ‘link identifier’ (used to distinguish
between link fields). In this organization, the
number of link fields in each record is determined
by the number of valid subjects.
Assume a pointer requires P characters of storage and a
link identifier only requires 1 character of storage.
Neglecting storage for the indexed key citation, the
storage density (SD) can be expressed as,
# characters required to point to next record(s)
# characters allotted to the link fields
2.P
# characters allotted to the link fields
In the first case,
SD = 2P / 5P = 0.4
In the second case,
SD = 2P / 2(P+1) = P / (P+1) < 1.0
APPENDIX 2

Timing expressions for maintenance and retrieval of
associative key lists.
The following symbols will be used:
k(i) ®
the ith indexed key
n
•
the total number of indexed keys
l(i) •
the number of entries in the list for key
k(i) (equals the number of records
containing k(i))
f(i) •
the relative frequency with which the list
for key k(i) is retrieved or modified
L
•
the mean list length processed
L = ( 2 1(i).f(i))/n
ibl

•

nb(i) ®
NB

®

inverted index block length (number of
entries)
number of blocks spanned by the
inverted list for key k(i)
mean number of blocks per inverted list
processed
NB = | S nb(i).f(i))/n

(notice that nb(i) >l(i)/ibl, since more than one list
may be sharing the same inverted index block)
Disk Parameters

T
•
TAM ®
TA1 •

revolution time
mean time to access a main file record
(seek,latency and read)
mean time to access an inverted index
block (seek,latency and read)

INVERTED INDEX

(i)
(ii)

18

time to retrieve a list
NB .TA1
time to retrieve both a list and associated main
file records
NB , TAI + L . TAM

(iii)

time to add a new entry into a list (assuming
the addition does not cause the bucket to
overflow)
(a) if entries in list unsequenced
NB . TAI + T
(b) if entries in list sequenced
NB. TAI + T + NB. (TAI + T)/2 = NB. TAI + T . (1 + NB/2)
(iv) time to delete an entry from a list (assuming it
is ‘flagged’ and not physically removed)
(NB/2) . TAI + T
MULTI-LIST
Assume the ‘head of list’ index is in core.
(i)
time to retrieve list
L .TAM
(ii) time to retrieve both a list and the associated
main file records
L .TAM
(iii) time to add a new entry into a list
(a) if entries in list are unsequenced
TAM
(b) if entries in list sequenced
(L/2 + 1). TAM + T
(iv) time to delete an entry from a list
(L/2) . TAM + T
Note that TAM for an unsequenced list will be greater than
TAM for a sequenced list, due to longer average seek times.
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Assessment of System Performance in
Computer Selection Evaluations
By A. G. Richards

This paper discusses techniques for assessing system performance as part of the overall proposal
evaluation and computer system selection procedure, and suggests guidelines for choosing an
appropriate technique according to the circumstances of particular procurements.
Keywords and Phrases:
System performance, evaluations, selection, proposals, timing, benchmark, simulation package.

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

A requirement for systems performance evaluation can
arise at two distinct stages in a computer system
procurement cycle. Initially, a buying organisation has a
need to assess performance and to validate vendors’
performance claims at the time of evaluating proposals.
Subsequently, after installation, there may be a
requirement for performance measurements as part of
contractual acceptance tests. This paper is concerned
primarily with the former, i.e. performance assessment as
part of the overall selection evaluation process. The
emphasis is on selection evaluation procedures for a
commercial data processing installation, rather than the
usually better defined environment found in scientific and
research establishments. It must be emphasised that
performance is only one criterion, albeit a major one, of a
number of criteria against which vendors’ proposals should
be evaluated. In addition to performance, the overall
evaluation would typically include a comparative
assessment of the following criteria:
costs over a defined term
hardware and software facilities
reliability of hardware and software
potential for expansion
compatibility and conversion considerations
- vendor support
- delivery schedules for hardware and software
terms of contract offered by the vendor
- financial strength of the vendor.
Timmreck (1973) provides an overview of selection
methodology, with an extensive bibliography. Of all the
evaluation criteria adopted, it is in the judgement of
performance that one frequently finds the greatest
uncertainties in the evaluation. In essence, the objective of
performance assessment is to establish with a reasonable
level of confidence that a proposed system can process the
workloads which are to be imposed on it. The term “sizing”
is sometimes aptly used to describe the procedure.
1.2 Inputs to Performance Assessment

Inputs to the performance assessment process vary
according to the circumstances. Typically key inputs to the
process are:
a. Detailed workload estimates; for example:*

—

peak and average day load profiles for a batch
processing system
peak and average hour transaction rates for a
communications based system.
b. Model system designs, with emphasis on those for
application systems which are likely to represent
major components of the peak loads.
c. Systems software performance parameters; for
example, performance characteristics of operating
systems and data base management systems.
d. Instruction path length estimates for application
software, again with emphasis on peak load
components.
e. For communications based systems, communications
network performance parameters.
In practice, at the time of selection evaluation, many
of these inputs are subject to considerable uncertainty.
Thus, particularly in complex systems, the role of
performance evaluation is frequently one of attempting to
answer a series of “what if. . .” questions concerning
performance expectations for a range of workload estimates
and potentially different design approaches. Nor is
uncertainty confined to the inputs related primarily to
proposed applications. There is often a high degree of
uncertainty in suppliers’ estimates of performance
parameters, particularly in the area of systems software
performance.
1.3 Outputs from Performance Assessment

Outputs from the performance evaluation process also
vary widely for different procurements. A selection
evaluation team has to establish a level of confidence in the
estimates provided by a performance assessment. The main
outputs usually are concerned with system timing; i.e. an
assessment of the ability of a system to process workloads
within certain time constraints. Other outputs may include
estimates of:
throughput under failure conditions
- terminal response times
processor storage capacity
backing storage capacity
The timing estimates themselves can vary widely in
level of detail. In their crudest form, estimates may be the
result of ad hoc judgement based on experience, or made
on the basis of broad comparison of the proposed workload
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with the performance of similar work on similar existing
configurations. More systematic timing estimates would
include:
a. Estimates of run times and processor utilisation for
batch jobs.
b. Estimates of processor utilisation per transaction for a
transaction processing system.
c. Loading curves showing processor utilisation against
time of day for mandatory and priority processing
tasks.
d. Estimates of peak and average utilisation of major
system resources, including central processors,
channels, I/O controllers and communications
processors.
2.

TECHNIQUES FOR PERFORMANCE
ASSESSMENT

2.1
We consider six techniques for system performance
assessment in selection evaluations:
— instruction mixes
hand timing
model system implementation
benchmarks
— queuing models
— simulation
2.2 Instruction Mixes

Instruction mixes yield a performance figure of merit
for a computer by forming a weighted average of processor
instruction times for a defined mix of instructions.
Examples include the Gibson mix, GAMM mix, and the
Post Office Work Unit.
Historically, instruction mixes achieved quite wide
acceptance as a method for performance assessment, but
they have to a large extent been made obsolete by
developments in hardware and software. Major limitations
include the fact that mixes take no account of systems
software performance, and that parallelism and
asynchronous operations are largely ignored. Furthermore,
mixes frequently fail to adequately reflect special hardware
features such as instruction look ahead, interleaved memory
access, and cache memory. Instruction mixes may retain
some residual value for coarse grain comparison of central
processors, rather than as an aid to proposal evaluation.
2.3 Hand Timing

Hand timing is the most widely used technique for
performance evaluation at the time of procurement. In fact
there would be few evaluations where hand timing did not
play some part, although users may seek to support hand
timing estimates by benchmarks or simulation. Usually a
hand timing exercise will proceed through the following
steps:
a. An analysis of systems designs for proposed major
applications.
b. Estimation of the number of logical and physical
input/output operations per transaction processed
(using the derm “transaction” in either the on-line or
the batch processing sense).
c. Estimation of application program path lengths and
the instruction path lengths for physical and logical
input/output operations.
d. Estimation of operating systems and multiprocessor
overheads.
20

e.

Application of an average instruction execution time
factor to estimate total central processor utilisation
per transaction processed.
f.
For batch processing tasks, estimation of total
input/output time to assess the extent to which
processing streams may be input/output bound.
Two significant advantages can be cited for hand
timing. Firstly, the order of accuracy of results is often
compatible with the degree of uncertainty associated with
software performance parameters or with a systems design
which, at the time of procurement evaluation, may be
defined in broad terms only. Secondly, compared to other
techniques, hand timing is inexpensive and results can be
derived fairly quickly. Indeed, in some organisations hand
timing has been automated to the extent of developing
simple terminal oriented programs for the calculations.
With this approach, once the basic timing parameters have
been agreed, it becomes trivial to look at the effect of
varying workloads, or the effect of using processors of
different power.
For complex systems the level of confidence in hand
timing estimates is relatively low, unless the estimates can
be supported with actual performance data from similar
application systems already implemented using comparable
hardware and operating systems. When dealing with
complex configurations, it is difficult to make due
allowance for features such as multiprocessors, cache
memory, interleaved memory access, dual access
input/output channels, or hierarchical storage in virtual
memory systems. Furthermore, when considering new or
changing software packages, it is difficult to estimate
instruction path lengths for I/O operations and operating
systems overheads. Despite its imperfections, hand timing
will continue to be a useful tool for performance
assessments, particularly in the following situations:
a. Relatively straightforward procurement situations
where an existing workload is being transferred to
compatible equipment using the same operating
system.
b. Mini-computer procurements, where hardware,
software and workload characteristics are usually
reasonably well defined.
c. Procurement of simple equipment configurations using
standard, proven software packages for which reliable
performance data is available.
d. Procurements where the workload definition is in such
vague terms that the expense of more accurate
performance assessment techniques cannot be
justified.
2.4 Model System Implementation
In order to test out unproven design concepts of new
buildings, architects sometimes find it expedient to
construct small scale (yet functionally usable) replicas of
their proposed design. Similarly, designers of complex and
untried EDP systems involving major capital expenditure
may occasionally be justified in partially implementing a
model system in order to prove their design concepts. Key
objectives of the model system implementation are to
validate the design and to give future users some first hand
operational experience with the proposed system. Such an
implementation can also provide useful data to assist in
performance evaluation. It can help to reduce the level of
uncertainty associated with two of the inputs to
performance evaluation; namely, the model system design,
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and instruction path lengths for application software.
However, insofar as the model system will usually be
implemented on a much smaller configuration than the
final target machines, and almost certainly using different
systems software, performance assessment will require
extrapolations from measurements taken on the model
implementation. Hand timing, benchmarking or simulation
may then be used with greater confidence in order to
estimate performance on proposed final configurations.
2.5 Benchmarking
Benchmarking has been widely discussed in the
computing press and literature. The proceedings of the
recent benchmarking conference (Anon (1974)) give a
useful survey of attitudes to benchmarks. Benchmarks can
be classified into two broad categories according to whether
their prime objective is to evaluate facilities or
performance. In this discussion we are concerned with the
performance benchmark. A performance benchmark is
essentially an experiment wherein the aim is to process a
representative workload and thus to measure actual
performance of an equipment/software system under
consideration. The prerequisites for an effective
performance benchmark are thus:
a.
b.

c.

A means of imposing a stream of work representative
of the design workload to be imposed on the system.
Availability of the actual software system (operating
system, data base management system, transaction
processing system, etc.) and hardware configuration
proposed for processing the design workload.
Availability of measurement tools.

At the time of selection evaluation there is often
difficulty particularly in meeting the first two
requirements. It is a fact of life that at this time the design
workloads may not have been assessed in full detail, and
that firm application system designs may not exist.
Particularly for recently announced products, the
hardware/software may be either unavailable or available
only in pre-release versions whose performance fails to
achieve published design specifications.
Because application programs for processing the
proposed workload generally do not exist at the time of
selection evaluation, it is common practice to construct a
synthetic benchmark which is representative of the
proposed workload.
There are many direct advantages in using benchmarks
for performance assessment. There is usually greater
confidence in estimates based on benchmarks, particularly
when equipment configurations are complex and where
there is to be heavy reliance on suppliers’ software
packages. The benchmark provides a measure of proof that
the proposed hardware configuration and associated
software do in fact work as a system. Benchmark results
can provide a reasonable basis for predicting system
performance for different workload mixes, and the ability
to do this is enhanced when reliable performance
monitoring is done during benchmark runs. However, it
must be emphasised that benchmarking is an experimental
technique, and as such its results are worthwhile only if the
runs take place in a controlled environment - a condition
not easily maintained for complex benchmarks (for
example, an on-line system benchmark). A further
advantage of a benchmark is that it affords an opportunity
for assessing difficulties in converting existing programs to
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1, March 1976

run on different machines using different operating
systems.
In addition to the direct advantages, benchmarking
offers some “spin-off’ benefits. Staff of the buying
organisation gain some direct experience with software
packages, and this can provide useful input to the software
facilities evaluation. A requirement to benchmark forces
suppliers to bid proven hardware and software. The
preparation and running of a benchmark gives an
opportunity for assessing likely strengths and weaknesses of
vendors’ support staff.
The main criticism of performance assessment by
benchmarking is the high cost of the procedure. Depending
on the approach, the major share of the costs will be borne
either by the buying organisation or by the vendors. The
latter probably represents the most common situation,
when vendors are asked to take major responsibility for
developing and then demonstrating the benchmark. For a
complex benchmark, costs can be as high as 2% of the
equipment purchase price. Another major criticism is that
performance assessment based strictly on benchmark results
discounts future performance improvements in hardware
and software. Typically, performance improvements of the
order of 2-3 times can be expected over the life cycle of a
given equipment range and its associated systems software.
Thus a benchmark tends to penalise product ranges that are
at an early point in their life cycle. Benchmarks are also
criticised on the grounds that the environment is artificial;
firstly because insufficient time may be allowed for
development of realistic synthetic programs, secondly
because of the risk that systems will be tuned in a manner
that could not be reproduced in the true operating
environment. Finally, and almost inevitably, benchmarks
are criticised on the grounds of partiality, i.e. the
benchmark specification may be oriented towards facilities
offered by one vendor, to the disadvantage of competing
suppliers.
2.6 Queuing Models
Analytical queuing theory models are generally
developed as special purpose tools to predict performance
of a specific system. Such models are used to explore the
performance of a particular subsystem within a total
system; for example, a model of disk input/output
subsystem or a model to investigate performance of a
communications network. A well-constructed queuing
model has the advantage that it can be altered relatively
easily to reflect different performance parameters and a
range of workloads. Thus it can be applied to advantage to
gain insight into “what if . . .” situations to assess the effect
of equipment of different power, and a range of workload
assumptions.
Difficulties encountered in developing adequate
queuing models include the problems of obtaining reliable
performance parameters for hardware and operating
systems, and the fact that it is difficult to adequately
reflect characteristics of special hardware features such as
multiprocessors, or of multiprogramming operating
systems. Often entire systems are too complex to model
analytically within the time available for selection
evaluation, and the exercise has to be concentrated on
modelling one or two key resources in isolation. Because of
these problems, development of queuing models tends to be
based on assumptions which over simplify reality, and thus
reduce the validity of the model.
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2.7 Simulation
There are two main approaches to the use of
simulation as a performance assessment technique in
selection evaluations. A specific event oriented simulation
model
may
be
developed
for
the
proposed
application/hardware/software system, and the model
coded in, say, GPSS or FORTRAN. Alternatively one can
use proprietary simulation packages, such as CASE
(Computer-Aided System Evaluation, marketed by
TESTDATA Corp.) or SCERT (Systems and Computers
Evaluation and Review, marketed by COMPRESS Inc.).
Given a detailed specification of workload, such packages
produce a range of output reports describing estimated
system performance. Whatever approach is chosen, the level
of confidence in the results depends to a large extent on
two factors:
a. Ability to define the workload in detail with
reasonable accuracy.
b. Good knowledge and understanding of performance
parameters of the target machine and its systems
software.
The obvious advantage of using simulation during
selection evaluations is that it does not require immediate
access to the particular versions of hardware and software
that are proposed by vendors.
The choice between use of a special purpose
simulation model and a proprietary package depends on the
complexity of a proposed system, the level of detail being
sought and, indeed, on a judgement of the extent to which
a package accurately reflects performance parameters of
proposed hardware and systems software. For example,
where a computer system is but one element in the fairly
complex universe of a total system (say, an air traffic
control system), then there is a good case for the use of a
special purpose model both as an aid to design and in the
selection evaluation process. A simulation model may be
chosen as an alternative to an analytical queuing model to
explore performance characteristics of subsystems within a
computer based system; e.g. for network performance
assessment, or a detailed appraisal of the performance of a
disk input/output subsystem.
In other circumstances when simulation is adopted as
an evaluation tool, there are sound reasons for choosing a
package. This approach allows the user organisation to take
advantage of the performance factor libraries available in
the packages, and almost certainly affords a much shorter
elapsed time for the simulation. The detailed workload
specification required as input to a package can act as an
excellent discipline when specifying workload to suppliers
as part of a request for proposal. The necessary provisos
are, of course, that the package factor library includes
performance parameters for the hardware/software being
evaluated, and that the factors do in fact provide a
reasonable reflection of performance of the particular
versions of the hardware and software proposed by vendors.
The main criticisms of the use of proprietary
simulation packages during selection evaluations are:
a. Difficulty in attempting to define workload of new
applications to the required level of detail. For
example, it is necessary to input program workload
descriptions in terms of estimated number to compare
operations, edit operations etc., and the sizes of fields
on which these operations are to be performed.
b. Effective use of packages requires the skills of
experienced analysts. Only in large organisations
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c.

undertaking many performance assessment studies is
it feasible to build up in-house competence in the use
of a package; hence, for many organisations the
simulation study is best handled by contracting the
work to the proprietor of the chosen package. In this
circumstance the simulation represents a direct cost to
the user organisation, with minimal “spin-off’ benefit
to user staff.
Reduced confidence in results when simulating
performance of relatively complex configurations such
as multi-processors, and advanced software packages
such as data base management systems.

3.

GUIDELINES FOR CHOOSING A
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUE
3.1 Criteria for Choosing a Technique

Since hand timing, benchmarking, and proprietary
simulation packages offer the most cost/effective
techniques for performance assessment in the majority of
selection evaluations, we consider guidelines for choosing
between these three methods. The main decision criteria in
choosing a technique are seen to be:
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.

h.

i.

Whether or not performance is a major selection
criterion. If loyalty to an existing supplier, political
considerations, etc. are going to outweigh performance
as a selection criterion, there is little point in
expending much time and effort in attempting to
achieve a high degree of confidence in performance
estimates.
Time and resources available for performance
assessment.
Availability of the proposed hardware and systems
software at the time of procurement.
Availability of appropriate hardware and software
performance parameters in the factor libraries of
simulation packages.
Current status (i.e. at the time of evaluation) of
proposed hardware and software. For example:
—
released but unproven
— relatively stable and well-known.
Type of control programs proposed. For example:
multiprogramming operating system
— real time or special purpose operating system.
Complexity of the proposed hardware configurations,
for example:
—
relatively simple, uniprocessor configuration
— complex multiprocessor.
Degree of reliance on particular systems software
packages to be supplied by the manufacturer or a third
party source. (For example, a DBMS package or a
special purpose application oriented package.)
Level of detail to which application design workloads
are defined. For example:
— outline systems design, uncertain volumes
— reasonably detailed design, reliable volume
estimates.

There is little to be gained by expending resources to
achieve high confidence in performance estimates in cases
where there is little confidence in estimates of workload to
be imposed on the system.
Clearly, not all of the above criteria are applicable in
every procurement situation, and indeed, where criteria do
apply, judgement is required in interpreting them.
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3.2

Guidelines are presented in the form of two modified
mixed entry decision tables, where in each case the action
entry gives a numeric ranking to each performance
assessment technique according to an estimate of the degree
of confidence in the results, given the constraints. Table 1
refers to mini-computer performance assessment, in which
case the choice will usually be between hand timing and
benchmark, as simulation packages generally have not
included performance parameters for minis. Table 2 gives
guidelines for general purpose system procurements,
assuming that both benchmarking and simulation package
options are available; i.e. it is assumed that hardware and
TABLE 1: Mini-computer Performance Assessment Guidelines
Limited time and resources
available for performance
evaluation.

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Performance a major
selection criterion.

-

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Proposed hardware and
software systems available.

-

-

N

Y

Y

Y

Heavy dependence on a
particular software
package.

—

—

-

Y

Y

N

RD

OD

Level of detail to which
design workload can be
defined.

software are available for benchmarking at the time of
procurement, and likewise that hardware and software
performance parameters are available in the factor libraries
of simulation packages.
(In the condition entries of the decision tables, Y
indicates the affirmative condition, N indicates the
negative, and — indicates “don’t care”).
3.3 Resource Requirements

It is a difficult judgement to estimate the elapsed time,
machine time and staff required for effective use of a
particular technique. The requirements vary widely in
different situations, depending for example on the
complexity of applications, the status of the systems
design, the degree of co-operation offered by suppliers, and
in the case of benchmarks, on whether suppliers are
prepared to contribute a major part of the effort in
developing and running the benchmarks.
Using experienced staff, hand timings may require as
little as 2-3 man days per proposal. For a mini-computer
procurement evaluation, two man weeks per proposal is
likely to be the minimum resource commitment for
mounting a benchmark. For a non-mini procurement, the
typical minimum commitment is two man months per
proposal for a simple benchmark, variable up to the order
of two man years for a complex benchmark. When using a
simulation package, minimum resource requirements are of
the order of two man weeks of experienced staff when
simulating a well-defined small application, rising to six
man months for a complex situation.
4.

(OD = outline design)
(RD = reasonably detailed)
HAND TIMING

1

BENCHMARK

-

1

1

2

1

1

“

1

2

2

CONCLUSION

The needs for performance assessment in most
selection evaluations will be best served by using
hand-timing, benchmarking, or a proprietary simulation
package. In many situations hand-timing, despite its

TABLE 2: General Purpose System Performance Assessment Guidelines
Limited time and resources available for
performance evaluation.

Y

-

N

N

N

N

N

N

Performance a major selection criterion.

-

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Current status of proposed hardware and software.
(NP = not proven)
(RS = relatively stable)

“

-

NP

RS

RS

RS

RS

RS

OD

RD

RD

RD

RD

CMP

Level of detail to which design workload can be
specified.
(OD = outline design only)
(RD = reasonable detail)
Complexity of hardware configuration.
(CMP = complex multi processor)
(UP = uni-processor)

-

-

-

UP

”

-

—

—

-

MOS

-

RSOS

-

-

-

-

N

Y

-

-

HAND TIMING

1

1

2

1

3

3

3

3

BENCHMARK

3

3

1

3

2

1

1

1

SIMULATION PACKAGE

2

2

3

2

1

2

2

2

—

Type of control program
(MOS = multiprogramming O.S.)
(RSOS = real time or special purpose O.S.)
Heavy dependence on a particular software package.
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acknowledged limitations, offers the most cost/effective
technique, this is particularly the case in mini-computer
procurements and in procurements for general purpose
equipment where the design workload is subject to a lot of
uncertainty, or where there are only limited resources
available for the task.
Benchmarking has the great advantage of actually
demonstrating performance and is clearly the preferred
technique in many general purpose systems procurements.
This technique is particularly appropriate when an
installation is proposing to place heavy reliance on a
software package, such as a DBMS system. However,
benchmarking can be a very costly procedure, particularly
for complex communications based systems. The usefulness
of benchmark results depends largely on the precision of
the benchmark specification, and on the extent to which
the preparation and performance of the tests is carried out
in a controlled, systematic way.
Proprietary simulation packages require a quite
detailed specification of workload and this tends to limit
the number of procurement situations where they can be

used successfully. The level of confidence in results
provided by current packages can be quite high for batch
workloads
processed
under
a
straight-forward
multiprogramming operating system, but diminishes as
software and hardware systems become more complex. A
significant benefit of such packages is the discipline
imposed on the task of workload specification.
5.
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Book Reviews
A.J. Moakes, Numerical Mathematics, 3rd Ed., completed by H.
Neill, Macmillan 1973 pp. xi + 96. Approx. $3
This book is an attempt to introduce numerical mathematics to
the final year of secondary level. Topics covered include power
series expansions of functions, interpolation, iterative refining of
zeros of nonlinear functions, some elementary statistics, solution of
linear algebraic systems by direct and iterative methods, numerical
integration and differentiation. Algorithms and analogues are
usually quoted and in some cases these are followed by some
intuitive form of justification. Error analysis is confined to rounding
errors. From Chapter 4 onwards, the right hand pages are for
exercises and the left hand pages are for notes on these exercises.
Many examples, exercises, revision exercises and harder
examples, with answers, are included. Also there is a casual
introduction to flow-charts. The section devoted to the use of desk
calculating machines would seem obsolete with the ready
availability of personal electronic calculators.
It has an attractive cover and at its price, it is a useful
introduction in an elementary way to numerical work although its
set-out and lack of mathematics will not appeal to everyone.
Ken J. Mann
C.J. Date, An Introduction to Database Systems, Addison-Wesley
Publishing Company, Sydney, 1975. Library of Congress Cat. Card
No. 74-30696.
This book is a part of the “Systems Programming Series” under
the sponsorship of IBM, as a “long-term project to collect, otganise
and publish these principles and techniques that would have lasting
value throughout the Industry”.
This quote is from the foreword to the book.
Like me I suppose you have been trying to keep up with the
literature on data base matters as best you can unless, of course, you
are working in an academic environment and have access to at least
a modest technological library. And of course if you are working in
the industry at large those papers you see published mostly start
with some sort of mathematical statement as “Let the record
occurrence (tuple) in base A be represented by ... ” and so on.
Well, may I heartily recommend C.J. Date’s book to your attention.
Not that there is anything wrong in the use of mathematics (unless,
of course the underlying thinking itself is unclear) nor in the larger
number of books dedicated to collections of papers or conference
proceedings, but Date’s book is refreshing in that it is simply a
concise “whole” or, to use a “dreaded” term, a sort of “textbook”,
complete with chapters and reader exercises and answers and so on.
Recent conferences have emphasized a coming-together of the
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various so called “theologies” of data base management proponents
broadly categorised by Date as “three favoured approaches” namely
the relational, hierarchial and network approaches. The book gives
one of the best, and indeed most readable, introduction to this area
of data structures (models) and data manipulation (sublanguages)
that this reviewer has seen. Of course the author admits his bias
towards the relational concepts, promulgated by Dr. E.G. Codd also
of IBM, as is the author, in the preface to the book with such
statements as “the relational approach may be viewed as the
beginnings of a theory of data”. Well, maybe, after all information
theory along Shannon’s line is not really very old.
The book is divided mianly, then, into three parts concerning
the three “theologies” mentioned above. Additional sections (1 and
5) cover the problems of database system architecture (Part 1) and
security and integrity (Part 5). In my opinion it is in these two areas
that mild criticisms of the book could be made. You see, the book is
called “An Introduction to Database Systems” not “An
Introduction to Data Structures and Models” and the major part of
the book is devoted to this latter topic. Chapter 2, “Storage
Structures”, forms an ideal base for a much larger discussion of one
of the real problems of data base systems, i.e. the actual mapping of
data entities and their relationships into the physical, environment
or hardware of the computer system (essentially one-dimensional at
present). Similarly Chapter 20 on Integrity could itself form the
basis of another book covering this vital topic along with the whole
topic of concurrent data base update or change by many years
simul taneously.
This problem is addressed in section 20.3 in “Data Sharing”. In
this sense may I urge the reader to look at the comments of Codd in
a recent Bulletin of the ACM-SIGMOD (Codd 1975) where he
points to confusion on the topic of explicit links between entities in
the relational model and points to the need for such fast access
paths as demonstrated in the chaining concept in Honeywell’s IDS
system.
In summary, I recommend this book to all processionals in the
EDP industry. Incidentally, Date recommends the work to those
involved in teaching, in an academic environment or not, and this
reviewer agrees that the book would form an ideal base, along with
suggested papers, for a one-year 3rd or 4th year level course on data
base management. But for those who cannot drop down to their
local library for a copy why not make Date’s book one of this year’s
“splurges” on trying to keep up with the exploding world of data
base technology. You will find yourself making constant reference
to it.
References
E.G. CODD “Understanding Relations”, FDT, Bulletin of ACM
- SIGMOD - The Special Interest Group on Management of Data,
Vol. 7 No. 1. 1975, Pg. 1.
William J. Caelli
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GENERAL GUIDELINES
CARDINAL POINTS TO BEAR IN MIND WHEN
PLANNING
EDP
SECURITY
IN
COMPUTER
INSTALLATIONS
1. The function of authorisation for a document to be
processed should be separated from the processing
function. (The computer department should not
initiate the item to be processed).
2. The control of source documents entering the
computer room is an authorisation function, not a
processing function. (The computer department should
not establish the original input controls).
3. The authority for interruption, modification and
changes in processing procedures (e.g. basic change in
systems flow, programming changes, etc.) rests outside
the processing department. All such changes should be
approved outside the computer department.
4. Programmers should not be permitted access to data
files (except those necessary for testing, and then only
with proper authorisation).
5. Programmers should not be permitted access to the
computer except for specified testing periods.
Programmers should not be responsible for operating
their programs.
6. Operators should not be permitted access to program
listings and logic thereof.
7. All computer time should be accounted for by use of
logs. These should be periodically reviewed by
someone outside of the computer department.
8. The computer department should not have sole
custody over assets (e.g. cheque writing should be
subject to signature and review independent of the
computer department).
9. All programs should be adequately documented to
allow for retrieval and recovery, and operation
independent of the programmer.
10. All data files should be program label protected and
retention governed under the “grandfather-father-son”
relationship.
GENERAL CONTROLS
1. Prepare a copy of the chart of organisation. Highlight
division or lack of division of duties.
2. Prepare an overall chart of the EDP accounting system
(showing systems integration). Trace systems controls.*

EDP EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS
1. Indicate the present and future system configuration,
including peripherals.
OUTSIDE PROCESSING SERVICE ORGANISATIONS
(SERVICE BUREAU)
1. Describe systems used through Service Bureaus.
Name of
Computer
Applications
Service Bureau
Used
Processed
Frequency

Hours
Used

Hourly
Rate

PROGRAMS
1. What program languages are being used?
2. Programs are maintained on:
a. Cards
b. Disk
c. Tapes
d. Other
3. Library BACK-UP (SYSRES, BRT ETC.)
a. Tape
b. Disk
APPLICATIONS
1. Indicate the present type of Applications of accounting
significance.
a. Cash
b. Receivables
c. Inventory
d. Property, plant and equipment
e. Payables
f. Sales
g. Payroll
h. Cost and expenses
i. Other
2. Indicate proposed applications. List dates of outline
specifications, detailed specifications, system testing,
parallel run, actual commencement.
ORGANISATION
1. Is the EDP Department independent from other
company operations.
2. Is there a separation of duties among the individuals

*Australian Computer Society Incorporated New South Wales Branch, Software Security Special Interest Group. Manuscript received
November, 1975.
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3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

performing the following functions:
(a) system design and implementation
(b) programming
(c) handling source documents (key punching, etc.)
(d) machine operations
(e) file maintenance (librarian for data and
programming files).
Are there procedures and controls that divorce
non-EDP personnel from having any data processing
functions such as:
(a) access to documentation (program listings and
logic diagrams)
(b) key punching
(c) computer operations
An independent group or individual should control
input to the EDP department and compare EDP output
to such controls. Does this situation exist. How is such
control evidenced. Is this the responsibility of the user.
Are totals on input, master and output files
predetermined and periodically balanced during
processing.
Are batch header forms used containing an
identification code and record of the batch control
total.
Is there an error correction process and is the re-entry
of the corrected data subject to the same control as is
applied to original data.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

SEGREGATION OF DUTIES

1. Do any computer personnel other than the data
control and preparation section have access to the
source documents.
2. Do computer operators participate in the preparation,
balancing or ultimate distribution of data.
3. Do programmers have access to any computer files or
operational programmes.
4. Are computer operators permitted to amend any input
data, including job control.
5. Do personnel from the section controlling and
preparing input data have any duties within the
processing department.
6. Are only the official operators permitted to operate
the computer during processing runs.
7. Are EDP employees separated from duties of initiating
transactions and changes to major files.
8. Is the computer department authorised to issue
disbursements.
9. Is there provision for control of such disbursements or
for later review by persons independent of the
computer departments.
10. Are bank reconciliations prepared by the computer
department. Does some independent person review
such reconciliations.
11. Does the computer department authorise purchases or
shipments of merchandise, manufacturing schedules,
write-offs of accounts receivable, etc.
What controls over these activities are established
outside of the computer department.
DOCUMENTATION OF SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMS

1.
2.
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Is there written evidence of who performed the
systems and programming work.
Does a standards manual exist. If yes, does it include:
(a) systems standards
(b) programming standards

9.

(c) operations standards
(d) keypunching standards
Is there a clerical procedures manual covering the
preparation of data on specially designed forms. If yes,
does it include:
(a) sample documents
(b) control procedures
(c) data flow charts for clerical processes
(d) definition of data preparation responsibility
Is there a keypunch installation manual. If yes, does it
include:
(a) sample source documents
(b) instructions for punching each input card
(c) identification of all fields subject to key
verification
(d) alternative verification procedures such as control
totals and hash totals
Are program changes authorised in writing.
(a) If yes, who authorises the changes.
(b) What review functions take place to ascertain the
validity of the change.
Are authorisations for such changes under numerical
control. If no, explain the procedures.
Are program changes made by modifying the source
deck and creating a new object deck and program
listing. If no, describe the client’s procedures.
Are checkpoint and restart procedures, to allow for
interim restart, included where appropriate with each
program.
What type of check and control exists over restart
procedure.
(a) logging file
(b) operating instructions
(c) special permission
(d) senior operator instruction

ON-LINE DATA TRANSMISSION/TERMINAL
OPERATIONS
1. Does the communications software provide for
messages in both directions between the computer and
the terminal to acknowledge that transmission has been
received?
2. Is there a password security system to prevent
unauthorised access to data files (describe procedures
for allocating and changing passwords)?
3. With regard to the transmission of batched data, do all
batches include the use of batch control totals to check
that all data is received?
4. Is all data transmitted to the computer recorded on a
transaction file for security and control purposes?
5. Where data is not transmitted in batched format:—
(a) Are all messages transmitted to the computer
recorded on a ‘memorandum’ or log file as well as
on the normal transaction file, and
(b) is the day’s transaction data on the memorandum
file matched and compared with the data on the
transaction file to check that all transactions have
been received and correctly recorded on the
transactions file?
6. Does the operating software provide for timing and
serial numbering of messages from each transmission
point?
7. Is a record of all messages to and from a terminal
automatically printed out on a terminal log either at
the time of transmission or at regular intervals?
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8. Is this log periodically scrutinised by a responsible
official and how does he ensure that it is intact (e.g.
use of pre-numbered stationery, numbering of messages
as in 3 , security copy of log maintained inside the
terminal)?
9. What happens in the event of a breakdown of the
equipment or operating software (e.g. alternative
manual or batch system) and have the procedures,
including control procedures, for any such standby
system been:—
(a) documented?
(b) tested?
10. Where terminals are used by programmers for program
testing purposes are these terminals adequately
supervised at the time such testing work is in progress?
11. Are new passwords issued periodically on terminals?
12. Can files be purged through the use of a remote
terminal? If yes, what type of reconstruction
techniques are provided?
Documentation Check List

The documentation check list will be a direct result of
the applications questionnaire.
1. Is there adequate up to date documentation for the
application.
As each application is analysed an entry will be made
in the documentation check list (Table 1).
PROGRAMMING MANUALS

1. Is there a programming manual setting out distinct
program technique and procedure. Does this contain:
(a) Standard format for the program documentation
to be assembled for each program.
(b) Standard flow charts and block diagram symbols
and procedures.
(c) Properly established program testing procedures.
(d) Program documentation labels or tags.
(e) Standard halts, their meaning and correction
procedures.
(f) Tape retention procedures.
(g) Use of program switches.
(h) Information retrieval methods, e.g. debtors
queries.
(i) Initialisation routines, e.g. setting switches,
checking of labels.
(j) Program alteration procedures.
(k) Is this manual current and up to date.
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
New Systems

1.

Who authorises the development of new computer
applications?
2. Before new systems are developed are cost estimates
prepared covering development and running costs and
' are these approved by management?
3. At appropriate stages of development, is each new
system referred for formal approval to: —
(a) User Departments?
(b) Computer systems audit and/or internal audit?
(c) External audit?
4. Is some .form of control exercised over the work of
analysts and programmers (e.g. comparison of actual
against budget time)?
5. Does this include computer time spent on testing as
well as man-hours worked?
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6.
7.
8.

9.

Is a file of test data prepared and maintained for each
program and/or program suite? Is it updated in respect
of system changes affecting file and record layouts?
Is it normal practice to operate each new system in
parallel with the existing system for a period prior to
the latter being discontinued?
Are user departments directly responsible for: —
(a) Providing and checking system test data?
(b) Checking out file conversion?
(c) Checking results of parallel running?
(d) Authorising commencement of solo running?
What training is provided for user department
personnel?

PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION BOOK
1. Does the program documentation book contain the
following information:
(a) Specific program name and number and author.
(b) Description of the program and purpose and
method of operation.
(c) System flow charts and program flow charts cross
referenced to the program listing.
(d) Narrative description of the program listing, the
major processing and calculations performed and
the control procedures.
(e) A program listing of the completed program
together with full details of any modifications
made since.
(f) Description and specifications of all input media
required indicating where it is obtained.
(g) Description of output media required.
(h) Disposition of input and output media.
(i) Details of all codes used in data records.
(j) Set up and operating instructions.
(k) Specimens of all printed output.
(l) Detailed layouts of input and output records.
(m) List of program switches, their designation,
location, setting and purpose.
(n) A description and example of any control cards
which may be used.
(o) A description of test data used to debug the
program and testing results.
(p) All errors and console messages that could arise,
their meaning, reply and/or operator action.
(q) List of error conditions for the control clerk with
explanations for their re-entry into the system.
AMENDMENTS TO PROGRAMS
1. Are all changes in processing methods supported by
written authorisation.
(a) from user department.
(b) from others (specify).
2. Are all program and processing changes reviewed for
conformity with authorised changes.
(a) within data processing department
(b) by user
3. How is the authorisation evidenced.
4. Who reviews the results of the full testing of amended
programs.
5. How is the satisfactory completion of such testing
evidenced.
6. Are all program amendments documented and retained
as a permanent record. Describe nature of record.
7. Who is responsible for ensuring that all program
documentation is kept up to date.
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Fixed Assets
Accounts Payable/
Purchases
»——
Payroll
General Ledger
Sales Analysis
Budgets &
Proj ections
(Continued)
* Insert "NC" in the Yes (Y) column if the documentation is not current and place a check ( /) in the
applications box for those applications for which documentation was examined.
Documentation should be
at least perused for all applications.
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* Insert "NC" in the Yes (Y) column if the documentation is not current and place a check ( ) in the
applications box for those applications for which documentation was examined.
Documentation should be
at least perused for all applications.
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8. How is this evidenced.
9. Does program documentation for changes include:
(a) The reason for the change.
(b) The effect of the change.
(c) The authority of the change.
(d) The date of the change.
10. What procedures are enforced to ensure that programs
continue to function in the same manner as originally
laid down or that, if they are changed, the only
variations are those resulting from the authorised
amendments. (Such procedures may include regular
comparisons between working copies of programs from
master copies which are known to be inaccessible and
therefore not susceptible to authorised amendments.)
OPERATORS LOGS
Note: The console typewriter log is far preferable to the
manual operating log due to the greater control which
it provides because of the depth of detail recorded and
the automatic nature by which it is prepared.
1. Do operators manual logs include the following:
(a) Description, code number and date of run.
(b) Name of operator.
(c) Time commenced and finished for the run.
(d) Any unscheduled halts which occur.
(e) Operators action taken.
2. Does the operators manual log also record:
(a) Normal processing runs.
(b) Re-runs.
(c) Program testing.
(d) Routine maintenance.
(e) Down time.
(f) Idle time.
(g) Demonstrations.
3. Are all operators manual log sheets prenumbered and
accounted for.
4. Where errors occur and are noted in the printout, how
is this indicated, for instance:
(a) By incorrect data being printed out entirely or
partially.
(b) By reject and investigation code markings.
(c) Count of rejected items.
5. If external physical switches are being used to modify
the functioning of a program, does the program check
switch settings before processing begins and does it
provide the operator with a chance to double check
settings before the data is processed.
6. Does the computer operating system provide for an
internal log kept on disc or tape. If yes, explain what
use is made of the internal log and what check is made
with comparison to the manual logs and the console
logs.
7. If the computer has typewriter console log is this used
by independent examination to detect problems with
operations and unauthorized intervention.
8. Are adequate console logs being maintained. Do they
contain:
(a) The run identification.
(b) The operator.
(c) Start and stop time.
(d) Error halts and delays.
(e) Details of reruns.
(f) Idle time.
(g) Downtime.
(h) Program testing.
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(i) Other.
9. Are provisions adequate to prevent unauthorised entry
of program changes and/or data through the console.
OPERATIONS CONTROL
1. Is there a planned program of rotation of operators.
2. How many shifts is the installation currently operating
under.
3. Is there a formal procedure in effect to schedule jobs.
If yes, who checks to see that actual jobs adhere to this
schedule.
4. Are operators competent programmers. If so what
additional control is made on:
(a) Senior operator supervision.
(b) Logging control.
(c) Constant revision of programs.
(d) Review exercised by source and user departments.
5. Are control procedures equally functional on each
shift.
6. Are there at least two operators on each shift.
7. Are there adequate procedures applying to
programmers when called to amend programs in
emergency situations.
OPERATIONS RUN BOOK
1. Separate computer operator instructions (run books)
should be provided to obviate the need for operators
having access to program listings and thus reduce the
responsibility of unauthorised program changes. Do
operators run books include:
(a) Definitions of input data, source and format.
(b) Description of set up procedures.
(c) Definition of all halt conditions with action to be
taken including restart procedures.
(d) Description of expected output data and format.
(e) Definition of output and file disposition at the
completion of the run.
(f) A system run chart.
(g) A copy of normal console sheets for the run.
(h) JCL listing.
(i) Sort parameters.
(j) Switch settings.
(k) Tapes/Discs history record.
2. Do operator’s run books exclude:
(a) Program logic charts or block diagrams.
(b) Copy of program listing.
3. Are alterations to the instructions contained in the.
operating run book dated and authorised.
4. Are operating instructions cross referenced to other
program documentation.
DATA CONTROL DEPARTMENT
1. Is there a person or group charged with the
responsibility for the control function in the data
processing department. Obtain description of this
department’s duties:
(a) Control over receipt of input data and recording of
control information.
(b) Reconciliation of control information (batch
control with computer control totals, run to run
controls, etc.)
(c) Control over
(i) distribution of correct output
(ii) disposal of incorrect output
(d) Control over errors to ensure that they are
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2.

3.
4.

reported. The user should ensure that errors are
corrected and reprocessed, not the data control
department.
(e) Review of console logs, error listings and other
evidence of error detection and control.
Is the person or group responsible for control over
processing by the data processing department
independent from the person or group responsible for
the operation of the equipment.
Are master file changes or changes in program data
factors authorised in writing by initiating departments.
Are departments that initiate changes in master file
data or program data factors furnished with notices or
a register showing changes actually made. Examples of
such changes are:
(a) Change in pay rates.
(b) Selling prices.
(c) Credit Limited.
(d) Commission tables.
(e) Other.

PROTECTION OF FILES, RECORDS AND EQUIPMENT
1. Is there an EDP library.
(a) If yes, is there a librarian.
(b) Does the librarian have other dutiej.
2. Are inventory records of tapes and disks maintained.
3. Do exterior labels tie in with these inventory records.
4. Are EDP records safeguarded in locked files.
5. Are these files fireproof.
6. Are tape, disk, data, and program reconstruction
techniques documented. Give details.
7. Are master copies of programs updated as required.
Are there controls on updated or copies of programs to
ensure no part of them has been lost.
8. Does the installation have a written statement of policy
for retention of EDP records, e.g. master and
transactions.
9. If yes, obtain a copy and attach it to the back of this
questionnaire. If none exists, please indicate the
policies.
10. Are copies of EDP records and program documents
such as program listings and logic diagrams stored in
fireproof conditions at a remote location which is
accessible only to supervisory personnel. If yes, are
periodic comparisons made between programs stored at
remote locations and programs currently being used.
(a) Where is the location.
(b) What was the date of the last comparison.
11. Are the following safeguards used to prevent machine
erasures of tapes, disks and drums:
(a) Exterior labels for identification.
(b) Internal labels which are program checked.
(c) File protection rings which must be inserted to
write data on magnetic tapes.
12. Has a schedule of preventative maintenance, to assure
continued computer performance and accuracy, been
established.
(a) Who performs the preventative maintenance (the
manufacturer, service bureau, employees, others).
(b) Is preventative maintenance accomplished as
scheduled.
(c) Have arrangements been made for emergency
maintenance services.
FILE CONTROL
1. Do the processing programs provide for identifying
Tke Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1, March 1976

2.
3.

each file with the following information:
(a) File identification.
(b) Date or cycle created.
(c) Sequence numbers.
(d) Earliest date when file may be destroyed.
How are the completeness and content accuracy of
each file checked during the run in which it is
processed.
What precautions are carried out to ensure:
(a) That current files are not overwritten.
(b) Correct files are used.
(c) That sufficient backup files are available.

LIBRARY CONTROLS
1. Is the library physically separated from the rest of the
computer centre.
2. What precautions are taken to ensure that unauthorised
persons have no access to the library.
3. Does the librarian release programs, files and
documentation to authorised personnel only. Is this
only by written authorisation.
4. Is there a procedure in the library to provide
information on the physical location of all tape reels or
discs, showing:
(a) The tape reels or discs available to be written on.
(b) The usage history of each tape reel or disc.
Briefly describe the procedure.
5. Is a register maintained by the librarian which shows
the dates and times of release, return and the purpose
of all files.
INTERNAL AUDIT
1. Does the company have an internal audit function.
2. Does the internal auditor participate in:
(a) The development, design and maintenance of
systems.
(b) Day to day control procedures.
3. Does the internal auditor test printouts to and from
related source documents.
4. Are test data used by the internal auditor to test
programs.
5. Are test decks and/or computer audit programs stored
under the internal auditor’s control.
6. Does the internal auditor supervise the running of the
computer audit programs and/or test decks.
7. Does the internal auditor verify the reprocessing of
transactions and then compare the results to previous
results.
8. Are computer programs reviewed by the internal
auditor or an independent person under his direction.
9. Are special computer programs used by the internal
auditor to test operations of the system. If yes,
describe and list applications affected.
DEMONSTRATIONS
1. Who supervises and authorises demonstrations.
2. Are any current program or current files used for
demonstration purposes, if so, is the information
recorded therein secure.
3. Are any prenumbered documents such as batch control
dockets, etc. used. If so, how are they controlled.
SECURITY
1. Are all doors to the computer facility kept locked.
2. Is entry into the computer room, data preparation
31
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area, key punching area, output control area restricted.
3. What is the procedure for programmers and systems
analysts to gain entry into the computer room.
4. What is the procedure for other personnel.
5. Are there times when no one is in the computer room.
6. In the event of disaster, is there an emergency
procedure for shut-down of the system. If yes, do
computer centre personnel know of this procedure.
7. Have adequate offsite facilities been arranged in event
of hardware failure.
8. Are adequate controls established in the event data is
removed to be processed offsite. If yes, describe fully.

9. Are built in controls such as dummy security records
used in customer master files to prevent theft.
10. What controls exist over cheque signing and bursting
runs.
11. Are computer centre personnel properly screened. Are
thorough pre-employment reviews made.
12. Are computer centre employees who are fired or resign
immediately relieved of all duties if they were
employed in sensitive areas.
This section is not intended to be a comprehensive set
of guidelines on physical security. It is intended to produce
these guidelines in a subsequent publication.

DOCUMENT II

GUIDELINES FOR EACH APPLICATION
CONTROLS OVER INPUT AND PROCESSING
1. Are there adequate controls over the creation of data
and its conversion to machine-readable form.
(a) manual authorisation of input data
(b) procedural controls such as standard forms, etc.
(c) data review before conversion such as coding
checks, sequence checks
(d) mechanical or visual verification of conversion
(e) check digit
2. Is there adequate control over transmittal and input of
data to detect loss or nonprocessing. Note data field
controlled.
(a) financial control totals
(b) hash control totals
(c) document counts
(d) sequential numbering of input documents and
control documents
(e) other
3. Are batch control dockets marked to show that they
have been data converted.
4. Are batch control registers maintained.
5. Is input data compared with the pre-determined
controls prior to the main process run.
(a) by accumulation of a total in the key punch
(b) by the edit run.
6. Are the input control totals and run-to-run control
totals for each application checked by someone other
than the equipment operator. By whom.
7. If data transmission is used, are controls adequate to
determine that transmission is correct and no messages
are lost.
(a) message counts
(b) character counts
(c) dual transmission
(d) other.
8. Is input data adequately tested for validity, correctness
and sequence.
Note: Questions may have to be applied to each important
data field of the input being reviewed.
(a) Validity Tests:
(1) Valid code
(2) Valid character
(3) Valid field
(4) Valid transaction
(5) Valid combinations
(6) Missing data
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(b) Sequence
(c) Limit
(d) Reasonableness
(e) Other.
9. Are control totals used to check for completeness of
processing. These may include trailer file labels,
run-to-run totals, etc.
10. Are programmed controls used to test processing of
significant items.
(a) limit and reasonableness test
(b) cross totalling
CONTROL REVIEW SHEET
The control sheet (Table 2) may be used as well as or
instead of questions on controls over input and processing.
CONTROL OVER HANDLING OF ERRORS
1. Do programs provide an adequate console printout of
control information (switch, settings, control
violations, operator intervention, etc.).
2. When a program is interrupted, are there adequate
provisions for re-start.
3. Are there adequate controls over the process of
identifying, correcting and reprocessing data rejected
by programs.
4. Inquire into handling of unmatched transactions (no
master record corresponding to transaction record). Is
it adequate.
(a) Reject and note on error log.
(b) Reject and write on suspense record.
(c) Other.
CONTROL OVER PROGRAM AND DATA FILES
1. Is there adequate up-to-date documentation for the
application. At this point the documentation check list
in the general guidelines should be completed.
2. Are controls over master file changes adequate.
(a) Written request for change from outside data
processing.
(b) Register of all changes reviewed by initiating
department.
(c) Supervisory or other review of changes.
3. Are there adequate provisions for periodically checking
master file contents.
(a) Periodic printout and review.
(b) Periodic test against physical count.
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(c) Other.
4. Are the back-up and
adequate. Describe.

reconstruction

provisions

OUTPUT CONTROLS
1. Obtain a list of all EDP reports and indicate how often
they are prepared.
2. Obtain copies of all major reports.
3. (a) Do the records or references provide the means to
adequately:
(i) trace any transaction forward to a final total.
(ii) trace any transaction back to original source
documents or input.
(iii) trace any final total back to the component
transaction.
(b) Describe visible management trail and list any
gaps.
4. When ledgers, general or subsidiary, are maintained on
computer media does the system of processing provide:
(a) an historical record of activity in the accounts
(b) a periodic trial balance of the accounts.
5. Are source documents retained for an adequate period
of time in a manner which allows identification with
related output records and documents.
6. Indicate the retention period of these source
documents.
7. Is adequate use made of the computer’s ability to carry
out validity checks on data developed within the
computer (e.g. limit checks imposed on the results of
calculations made by the computer). Briefly describe.
8. (a) If external manual records maintained for control
totals, are processing results checked and balanced
before output is distributed. Briefly describe.
(b) What controls over reports produced are there if
such records are not maintained.
9. (a) What control totals are incorporated in the final
output data.
(b) With which previously established totals are such

totals reconciled.
10. What controls exist to ensure that reports and other
output data produced by the computer are received
intact by the persons responsible for reviewing and
acting on them. Briefly describe.
11. Where the printing out is limited to “Exception”
reporting what procedure is adopted to ensure that
these are investigated and satisfactory explanations,
obtained and verified.
12. In respect of control totals established by the control
section how often are these totals compared with
accounting records outside the computer department.
13. In respect of each run, review all significant output
information to ensure that, where final output totals
cannot be reconciled with predetermined control
totals, sufficient control exists to ensure an accurate
and complete result. Specify the nature of this control
in each case.
14. The group submitting data or using reports should
review and correct error conditions; are any errors
corrected by:
(a) Computer operators. What type of errors.
(b) Data processing department clerical staff. What
types of errors.
15. What are the duties of the persons responsible for
controlling output information.
16. What procedures are there for approval or review of
computer generated end documents.
(a) computer produced cheques
(b) accounts to be written off
(c) purchase orders.
17. Are disbursement cheques prepared and signed
mechanically by the data processing department. If so,
what controls exist over such disbursements.
(a) amount controls
(b) approvals
(c) signatures
(d) mailing.

DOCUMENT III

GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATION OF SECURITY
WHEN USING A SERVICE BUREAU
The following guidelines cover the organisational controls
of firms using a computer service bureau and are primarily
designed for firms using a system or package designed by a
bureau. If the firm designs and maintains the computer
systems the appropriate sections of the organisational
guidelines for in-house installations should be completed.
For each application processed by a service bureau the
questionnaire on application controls should be completed.
The addendum to these guidelines is a sample contract
containing the main points necessary to ensure that the
organisation’s security procedures are maintained by any
outside service bureau
GENERAL INFORMATION
1. Are the people who liaise with the bureau acquainted
with the entire system.
2. Can only authorised personnel request changes in
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

procedures with the bureau for the collection of
printouts etc.
Is a periodic review made by a responsible person
regarding the work performed by the service
organisation. How often is the review performed.
Are steps taken, such as a record of programs run, to
check the accuracy of the bureau’s charges.
Are the procedures for the protection of data during
transit satisfactory.
Does the firm have a current description of the service
bureau organisation and an organisation chart.
Has there been an investigation of the following before
engaging a service organisation.
(a) Whether the service bureau can perform the service
required.
(b) The service organisation’s financial position,
reputation in industry, etc.
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8. Service Bureau Contract
Review the contract with the service bureau for
important clauses including the following: —
(a) Ownership of programs.
(b) Ownership of data files.
(c) Is there provision for audit review of bureau
controls.
(d) What does the contract provide in case of:
(i) the service bureau’s termination of operations
or bankruptcy
(ii) the service bureau’s moving to another
location
(iii) the service bureau’s not providing proper
service
(iv) equipment failure, fire or disaster.
(e) What standby arrangements are there in the event
(iv) a,b,c or d occurs.
(i) Does the contract include a provision
prohibiting the use of company data for
demonstration purposes.
(ii) What is the term of the contract.
(iii) What provisions are there for the cancellation
of the contract.
(f) Liability of the bureau in respect of additional
work as a result of machine failures, corruption of
data files, operator errors, program errors.
(g) Insurance cover of the bureau and/or the firm in
respect of cost of re-creating programs and files.
9. Systems Development
(a) Who authorises the introduction of new bureau
applications?
(b) Does the user accept responsibility for ensuring
that testing is completed to his satisfaction prior
to acceptance of the system?
(c) Who can authorise requests for amendments to
systems and programs and how are these initiated?
(d) Are all amendments documented so as to provide
evidence of:
(i) Authorisation by the appropriate responsible
official?
(ii) Notification to the bureau?
(iii) Satisfactory
system
testing
and
implementation?
(e) In the case of amendments notified by the bureau,
who is responsible for:
(i) Checking that the amendments meet
requirements?
(ii) Notifying user departments of changed
procedures?
10. Data Control
(a) Is there a separate data control section or is this
function carried out by individual users?
(b) Are the data control staff’s duties restricted to
data control recording and checking procedures
(i.e. no terminal operating or programming
duties)?
(c) Are statistics maintained by the control section of
the volume of and reasons for errors and for
re-runs?
(d) Are reports of such statistics made to the liaison
officer for appropriate action by him?
(e) Does the control section’s responsibilities include
the following procedures. (If not, specify by
whom each is effected):—
(i) Clerical checking of completeness of input
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(e.g. sequential numbering or against counts
supplied by the user)?
(ii) Recording input data in a control log and
checking to ensure that all data has been
processed?
(iii) Checking that the correct master files and
standing data files have been used during
processing (specify how)?
(iv) Scrutiny and test checking of output
(including terminal output) for completeness
and accuracy?
(v) Checking that all original documents are
returned by the bureau?
(vi) Recording of data errors reported by the
computer and checking that all rejects are
submitted for processing?
(vii) Distribution of terminal and/or line printer
output?
(f) Are these procedures detailed in a Data Control
Procedures Manual for each system?
11. Data Preparation and Terminal Operations
Data Preparation/Input
(a) Is data preparation carried out by the firm? If so,
is the data preparation section a separate
department or part of the user department?
(b) Are there adequate security procedures to restrict
access to input data to data preparation staff or
terminal operations as appropriate?
(c) Are data preparation operations: —
(i) Verified by a second operator, or
(ii) Adequately
checked
other
than by
verification?
(d) How are verification errors corrected?
(e) Is the allocation of work organised so that
preparation and verification of recurring types of
data is not carried out on each occasion by the
same staff?
(f) Are there adequate procedures to ensure that
input data cannot be duplicated (e.g. stamping of
documents after data preparation)?
(g) What procedures are there to ensure that complete
batches of documents are not omitted or entered
twice when using a central key to tape or disc
system?
Terminal Operations
(h) Where terminals are used, and the system relies on
control being exercised by the computer, the
section on terminal operations contained in the
organisational guidelines for in-house installations
should be completed.
SERVICE BUREAU AGREEMENTS
This document is not intended to be used as a
specimen service bureau contract but merely highlights the
major points to be considered and giving examples of
clauses which firms entering into service bureau agreements
might wish to have included in any such agreement.
VARIABLE INFORMATION TO BE INCLUDED
SERVICES TO BE PROVIDED
CHARGES FOR SERVICES PROVIDED
PERIOD OF CONTRACT, RELEVANT DATES AND
TIMING OF WORK
BUREAU RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROCESSING
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ACCURACY
BUREAU RESPONSIBILITY FOR LOSS OF DATA
PENALTIES FOR NON-PERFORMANCE
EQUIPMENT AND FILE BACK-UP
FORMAT AND CONTENT OF INPUT DATA AND
OUTPUT REPORTS
LIABILITY
(i) The Service Bureau (hereinafter referred to as The
Company) shall not be liable for failure to provide data
processing services if due to causes or conditions
beyond the reasonable control of The Company.
Without limitation to the foregoing The Company shall
not be liable for delays in processing or in the delivery
of processed data caused by strikes, blackouts, riots,
epidemics, war, government regulations, fire, acts of
God or other causes beyond The Company’s control.
(ii) If processing of data is unsuccessful as a result of the
fault or negligence of The Company this processing will
be re-run at no cost to The Client.
(iii) In the event of The Company failing to provide data
processing services due to causes or conditions
attributable to failure or negligence on the part of The
Company the cost incurred by The Client in obtaining
the information normally provided by The Company
shall form a charge against and be recoverable from
The Company. The Client shall provide such evidence
of the amount recoverable and payable that is available
to them.
(iv) If for any reason The Company cannot continue
processing data or terminates the agreement in
accordance with Clauses (as applicable) The Company
will pay the cost, as certified by the Secretary, incurred
by The Client in the conversion to the new system
selected by The Client and shall provide assistance in
the transfer of the information on magnetic files.
(v) Should The Company elect to make changes to their
equipment or processing methods requiring the
re-programming of the system covered by this
agreement, the cost of re-programming will be borne
by The Company. (Note: If charges are based on
processing time any increase in those charges due to
the above changes should be renegotiated).
(vi) The Company shall use due care in processing The
Client’s work and agrees that it will at its expense,
correct any errors which are due solely to malfunction
of The Company’s equipment or error by The
Company’s personnel.
SECURITY OF DATA
All data relating to The Client which is required to be
submitted by The Client to The Company pursuant to this
agreement will be safeguarded by The Company. To the
same extent that The Company safeguards data relating to
its own business providing however if such data is publicly
available, is already in The Company’s possession or known
to it, or was rightfully obtained by The Company from
third parties, The Company shall not be responsible for its
disclosure, inadvertent or otherwise.
PROTECTION AND RETENTION OF MAGNETIC
RECORDS
(i) The Company will maintain the following magnetic
files:
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Example ( Three cycles of the Master File
( Two cycles of the Transaction Files plus
( A third cycle of Transactions in input
medium.
(ii) The Company will store all magnetic files in their
fireproof vault at their premises and if Client desires a
copy to be made available for off-premises storage.
(iii) In the event of loss of data on the magnetic files, by
any cause whatsoever, The Company will be
responsible for and shall bear all costs incurred in
reconstructing the records.
OWNERSHIP OF DATA
All current data held on files supplied by The
Company shall be and shall remain the property of The
Client.
OWNERSHIP OF PROGRAM
(This must be established in case of termination of
contract. Usually the programs will remain the property of
the bureau, however, provision should be made for
ownership to pass to The Client if for any reason the
bureau ceased operating.)
EQUIPMENT BACK-UP FACILITIES (If appropriate)
The Company shall arrange and maintain an agreement
at no cost to The Client with (whoever) for the use of their
computer installations for the processing of the systems
covered by this agreement in the event of any malfunction
of The Company’s equipment which would prevent
processing to be undertaken.
AUDIT REQUIREMENTS
The Company shall allow The Client’s auditor to have
access to their premises and shall provide such reasonable
assistance as may be required by the auditor in completion
of his enquiries. Provided however that should the auditor
require additional processing to be done over and above
that covered by this agreement, the charge for same shall be
mutually agreed.
DOCUMENTATION OF SYSTEMS, ETC. (If system
designed by bureau)
(i) The Company shall provide The Client with (required
number) copies of a Procedures Manual which shall
include inter alia general system descriptions, details of
codes and tables, instructions for Client’s staff and
copies of forms used.
(ii) The Company shall provide The Client with addenda
sheets if necessary following any modifications to the
systems and procedures and updated manuals as they
are required.
(iii) The Client shall have the right to reproduce copies of
these manuals for distribution to staff members.
(iv) The Company will instruct The Client’s staff at The
Client’s premises in the use of the Procedures Manual.
INPUT DATA
(i) Input data will be supplied by The Client according to
the mutually agreed method of presentation.
(ii) The Company will not be liable for any damages arising
from the loss of, or damage to, input data in transit
from The Client howsoever it occurs.
(iii) The Company agrees to complete the processing of the
input data and to have the completed work ready for
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collection by The Client within the agreed time after
receipt of all input data by The Company for
processing.
(iv) The Client will be responsible for and meet the cost of
delivering input data to The Company’s offices by
(scheduled dates).
(v) In the event that The Client fails to deliver to The
Company the input data at the time set down in the
preceding paragraph The Company may extend or
re-schedule processing as necessary.
(vi) The Client shall retain all input data for a period of
(whatever) after the date of processing.
COMPUTER OUTPUT
(i) Except as otherwise specified herein, The Client agrees
to accept the processed results as complete and
satisfactory performance of this agreement.
(ii) The Company will not be liable for any damages arising
from the loss of or damage to processed results in
transit by The Client from The Company offices
howsoever it occurs.
(iii) The Client will be responsible for and meet the cost of
collection of computer output from The Company’s
offices which will be available by (scheduled dates).
(iv) The Client shall retain all processed data.
(v) The frequency that reports for The Client will be
prepared by The Company is to be in accordance with
the times set out in the attached schedule.
SYSTEM TESTING (If system designed by bureau)
(i) As this agreement provides for the development of
programs by The Company for the processing of data,
upon the completion of the development of such
programs by The Company and prior to processing The
Client’s work, The Client agrees to submit to The
Company test problems of a magnitude sufficient to
test all facets of the programs so as to provide a clear

indication of the satisfactory performance by the
programs.
(ii) Following the satisfactory testing of the programs and
upon receipt by The Company of The Client’s written
approval of same The Company will process The
Client’s work in accordance with the terms and
conditions of the agreements.
PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS (If system designed and
maintained by bureau)
(i) In the event of modifications being required to the
systems programs within (agreed period) after the first
complete run of the systems The Company agrees to
complete all such modifications as may be required at
no charge to The Client, provided the preceding two
paragraphs on system testing have been satisfied.
(ii) Thereafter only modifications required as a result of
program malfunction will be carried out by The
Company at no charge to The Client. Any alterations
required to the systems and/or additional programs
requested by The Client shall be carried out by The
Company at mutually acceptable rates. (Note: In the
case where a service bureau is charging for the use of a
package consideration should be given to including
provision for* that package to be maintained and
updated for any necessary modifications (such as
altering the taxation rates in a payroll package) for the
term of the contract without further charge to the
client).
In the event of either party wishing to terminate this
agreement because of non-performance of the other the
period of notice to be given will be (agreed period).
PRICE SCHEDULE
(A price schedule showing the rates and conditions for
alteration of those rates should be included).

CALL FOR PAPERS

“Call for Papers” for the 15th Annual Technical
Symposium jointly sponsored by:
Association for Computing Machinery
Washington, D.C., Chapter
Institute for Computer Science & Technology
National Bureau of Standards
U.S. Department of Commerce
to be held June 17, 1976, at the National Bureau of
Standards in Gaithersburg, Maryland. The conference
theme is “Directions and Challenges.” Technical
papers of a tutorial, theoretical, or practical nature
are invited on trends and developments in computer
technology with particular emphasis on the following
six areas: Computer Communications, Data
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Management, Performance Evaluation, Privacy and
Security, Programming Techniques, and Software
Engineering.
Three double-spaced copies of a draft and a 150-word
abstract should be sent to:
Dr. David C. Wood
The MITRE Corporation
Westgate Research Park
McLean, VA 22101
Phone: (703) 709-6375
First and second prizes of $500 and $250 will be
awarded for the best submitted papers presented. The
conference proceedings will be published.
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On the Accuracy and Range of Binary
Representations of Floating Point Numbers
By

Allan G. Bromley
Various representations of floating point numbers are examined for the range and representation
accuracy which can be attained. The mean representation error is determined assuming that numbers
occurring in physical problems are logarithmically distributed in their most significant digits. It is
found that for a given range a base of two provides the best representation error. This is largely due to
the ease with which the normalisation bit of the fraction may be hidden to provide an extra bit of
accuracy and the relative uniformity of the representation error over the range. Representations which
provide improved accuracy over a limited range together with reduced accuracy over an extended
range are found to give improved representation error for a useful range of applications. Such a
representation which is fairly simple to implement is described.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been an increasing tendency
for the word size of computers to be dictated by
considerations aside from the accuracy of representation of
floating point numbers. Since there has also been a
significant decrease in the cost of logic elements it seems
appropriate to examine binary representations of floating
point numbers to find those which, for a given word size,
yield the greatest accuracy for the range of numbers
commonly encountered in calculations.
In the most common conventional representation a
floating point number is stored as a fixed point fraction
together with an exponent which specifies the power of
some base by which the fraction must be multiplied to
yield the number represented. The value of the base is
implicit in the representation and in most binary computers
is chosen as two. The fraction is usually normalised so that
the most significant digit is non-zero. With a base of two
this implies that the high bit of the fraction is one. A binary
point is usually implied to the left of the fraction and a
separate bit specifies the sign of the fraction and hence of
the number. The exponent must be signed to represent
both positive and negative integer powers of the base. If the
exponent occupies e bits and a base B is used an excess Be
representation is generally used for the signed exponent.
This has the advantage that if the exponent field lies to the
left of the fraction but to the right of the fraction sign bit
the magnitude order of the floating point numbers is the
same as the magnitude order of their representations
considered as signed integers. Zero must be given a special
representation. A zero word is frequently convenient as it
can be considered as smaller than any positive floating
point number, and it is then possible to use the same
instructions to perform floating point magnitude
comparisons as integer comparisons. It is desirable that
these features be retained in any alternative representations.
Special representations are sometimes used for overlarge
and other special floating point quantities.
Suppose that we have a base two representation in
which there are e bits in the exponent and f in the fraction.
Thus the word size w = e + f + 2. The range of (positive)
normalised numbers that can be represented is then from
2~ (2e +1) t0 2+(2e-1)
jjle maximum error in the
representation of the fraction is half of the low bit or
2-(f+l) and
the corresponding relative error in a*

normalized fraction lies between 2~i and
We shall
call the maximum error of representation of any fraction
expressed as a relative error the representation error of the
fraction and shall denote the,best case representation error
(for a fraction just less than unity) by E. In this case
E = 2~(f+l). (In place of the maximum error one could use
the expected error or the RMS error, but this produces only
a simple scaling of all results.)
For example in the IBM 7000 series with a 36-bit word
the exponent is 7 bits so the fraction is 27 bits. Thus the
range is 2" 129 to 2+127 or approximately 10-38-8 to
10+38.2 ancj
representation error is between 2"28 and
2~27 or approximately 10”8-4 to 10— 8•1 so that eight
decimal digits of accuracy are attainable in calculations.
Among the computers which deviate from base two
representations is the IBM System 360/370 which uses a
base of 16 and consequently normalises the fraction so that
the most significant four-bit digit is non-zero.
EFFECT OF EXPONENT BASE
The choice of a base other than two for the exponent
will affect the representation error in two ways. Fewer bits
will be needed for the exponent field (for a given range) so
the fraction field may be expanded to improve the
accuracy. However normalisation only requires that the
leading digit of the fraction (in the base used) be non-zero,
reducing the effective accuracy. Thus the use of base 16
would allow the exponent to be reduced by two bits, but
the three high bits of the fraction may be zero.
Consider the use of bases which are powers of two
(B=2b), possibly the most suitable for binary computers.
The exponent field may be reduced by log2b bits which
reduces the best case representation error to E' = E/b. The
representation error in any fraction x is then E'/x. Sinc,e the
smallest normalised fraction which can occur is 1/B the
worst case representation error is E.B/b. The mean
representation error over the range of normalised fractions
M' = J1 E'w(x)dx / j1 w(x)dx
l/B x
/ 1/B
where w(x) is the frequency distribution of the normalised
fractions. Knuth (1970b) has assembled considerable
evidence to suggest that the numbers occurring in physical
problems are logarithmically distributed in their most
significant digits. If therefore we choose w(x) = 1/xwe find

* Basser Department of Computer Science University of Sydney. Manuscript received 3rd July 1974.
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TABLE 1. Effect on representation error of choice of base both
with and without the most significant (normalisation) digit of the
fraction encoded to improve the accuracy. The table shows bits
improvement in accuracy relative to best case for base two with
normalisation bit present. Representations marked with an asterisk
are of most practical significance.
Representation Error

Base

Encoded
2*
Unencoded
2*
4*
8
16*
32
64
128
256

Best
Case

Mean

Worst
Case

+ 1.00

+0.47

0.00

0.00
+ 1.00
+1.58
+2.00
+2.32
+2.58
+2.81
+3.00

-0.53
-0.11
-0.17
-0.44
-0.84
-1.34
-1.90
-2.52

-1.00
-1.00
-1.42
-2.00
-2.68
-3.42
-4.19
-5.00

Encoded Normalisation
Gain

Mean
Error

REPRESENTATIONS FOR EXTENDED RANGES
1.00
0.51
0.43
0.52
0.70
0.94
1.22
1.52

+0.47
+0.40
+0.26
+0.08
-0.14
-0.40
-0.68
-1.00

M' = E(B—l)/b2ln2. In practice these improvements in
accuracy are easily realised only if the increase in the size of
the fraction field log2b is an integral number of bits, i.e., if
b is a power of two.
Some increase in accuracy may be gained by observing
that there is redundancy in the first digit of the fraction
field since normalisation ensures that this digit is not zero.
Thus with base two the high bit of the fraction is always
one and may thus be deleted (or ‘hidden’) to provide one
extra bit of precision. Information theory may be used to
calculate the gain for other bases. Assuming a logarithmic
distribution of the normalised fraction the probability that
the most significant digits is i is pj = log2(1f-4/log2B ancj
the number of bits gained by coding the first digit is
B- 1

b+ 2

base two is the ease with which the normalisation bit may
be hidden in this case. The decoding required in other cases
would result in a significant speed reduction of floating
point operations and would make it more difficult to
achieve the desirable characteristics mentioned in the
introduction.
R.P. Brent (1972) has independently arrived at similar
conclusions and has shown by simulation studies that the
errors propagated in typical calculations follow the
representation errors in the individual numbers.

pjlog2Pj. In practice it might not be possible to find

a simple coding to realise this gain except with base two. The
accuracy will be affected in a complex way by coding the
normalisation. Since the most frequently occurring leading
digits, which in the unencoded representation produce the
highest representation error, will be encoded in fewer bits,
the representation error will be reduced for these cases.
Conversely the representation error of large leading digits
will be increased. Thus the range of representation error
will be reduced and the mean representation error will be
reduced by approximately the number of bits saved by the
coding. It is however not easy to quantify these results
without developing explicit codings.
Table 1 shows the effect on the representation error of
the choice of bases which are powers of two. The gain in
accuracy in bits is taken relative to the best case
representation error for base two with the normalisation bit
included in the representation. With the effect of encoding
the normalisation included the mean representation error is
found to increase monotonically with the base. This
provides a good case for using base two. In representations
with unencoded normalisation the representation error
varies systematically through the range and exhibits jumps
of a factor equal to the base at values which are integral
powers of the base. With encoded normalisation the range
of representation error would be decreased but would still
exceed that of base two. A further argument for the use of
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1, March 1976

The range of representable numbers may be increased
by any scheme which increases the size of the exponent
field. This will reduce the size of the fraction field and give
reduced accuracy over the extended range. Conversely
increased accuracy can be obtained over a restricted range,
fixed point representations being the extreme case. Morris
(1971) has suggested that extended range and accuracy are
seldom both required in the same problem and suggests that
a trade-off may be made between range and accuracy in a
single representation. This may be done by introducing a
further field, g, which specifies the size of the exponent
field. Suitable choices of g allow low precision over an
extended range or higher precision over a limited range.
There does not appear to be published information on
the distribution of the exponents of floating point numbers
in computer applications that would allow an ‘optimum’
coding of the exponent field to be developed. A short study
was done by the author in which the results produced by
assignment statements in a collection of Fortran programs
were examined. It was found that the distribution of
exponents was quite irregular with strong spikes in the
distributions which varied greatly from program to
program. However there was some suggestion that the mean
of a large number of jobs is a distribution uniform in the
log of the exponent with a cut off well short of the
representable range. Morris’ conjecture would therefore
seem reasonable in the absence of more detailed statistical
data.
However Morris’ representation exhibits a number of
detailed flaws. There is a redundancy of about one bit in
the g and e fields, most numbers have more than one
representation (corresponding to overlapping exponent
ranges for different values of g), and the normalisation bit
of the fraction is not hidden. These flaws may be removed
by coding the fields as follows:
S :
sign bit (0 = +ve, 1 = —ve).
Se :
sign bit for exponent (1 = +ve, 0 = -ve).
g :
three bit exponent size field. Interpreted in
true form if Se is +ve, and in complement
form if Se is —ve.
e :
g bit exponent field. Interpreted in true form
as value +(e + 2g) is Se is +ve, and in
complement form as value —(e + 2s — 1) if Se
is — ve.
f :
w — g — 5 bit fraction field with
normalisation bit hidden.
This representation has all of the characteristics mentioned
in the introduction that make floating point magnitude
comparisons equivalent to integer magnitude comparisons.
In addition the range exhibits a pleasing symmetry about
unity.
Table 2 shows the range and accuracy that can be
obtained with this and Morris’ original representation. A
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TABLE 2. Range and accuracy attainable with various floating point
representations. The accuracy is measured in bits relative to the best
case representation error for base two with a 7 bit exponent field
and the normalisation bit appearing explicitly.
Representation
Error

Range
Representation
Power of 2

Power of 10

Mean

Worst

Conve ntional
7 bit base 2
exponent
6 bit base 16
exponent

- 1 29 to +127

-38.8 to +38.2 -0.53

-1.00

-260 to +252

-78.3 to +75.9 -1.44

-3.00

Morris
g= 0
2=1
g=?
g=3
g=4
g=5
g~6
g=7

-2
-4
-8
-16
-32
64
-128
-256

to+1
to +3
to +7
to+15
to +31
to +63
to +127
to+255

-0.6
-1.2
-2.4
-4.8
-9.6
- 19.3
-38.5
-77.1

to +0.3
to +0.9
to +2.1
to +4.5
to +9.3
to +19.0
to+38.2
to+76.8

+2.47
+ 1.47
+0.47
-0.53
-1.53
-2.53
-3.53
-4.53

+ 2.00
+ 1.00
0.00
-1.00
-2.00
-3.00
-4.00
-5.00

-1
-3
-7
-15
-31
—63
-127
-255

to+1
to+3
to+7
to +15
to+31
to +63
to +127
to +255

-0.3
-0.9
-2.1
-4.5
-9.3
-19.0
-38.2
-76.8

to +0.3
to+0.9
to+2.1
to +4.5
to +9.3
to +19.0
to +38.2
to +76.8

+4.47
+3.47
+2.47
+ 1.47
+0.47
-0.53
-1.53
-2.53

+4.00
+3.00
+2.00
+ 1.00
0.00
-1.00
-2.00
-3.00

Proposed
2=0
Q=\

2=2
2=3

g=4
g=5
2=6

g=7

base two representation with 7 bit exponent field and
normalisation bit present and a base 16 representation with
6 bit exponent field are shown for comparison. A
significant increase in accuracy is obtained, particularly
with respect to the base 16 representation.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the use of a base of two for a
floating point representation gives better representation
accuracy than any other base. Much of this is due to the

ease with which the normalisation bit may be hidden and
made implicit in the representation. This idea has already
been implemented in the PDP-11/45. If accuracy is not of
prime importance there are arguments to favour bases other
than two. Sweeney (1965) has shown that the requirements
for normalisation and alignment shifts in floating point
additions are reduced significantly with larger bases. The
resulting speed improvements, together with obvious
microprogramming advantages, favour the use of base 16 in
the IBM system/360.
More complex representations seem to offer a number
of advantages. If problems are suitably scaled several bits of
accuracy may be gained with the representation proposed
above. It is unlikely that this will be done by most
programmers. However significant improvements may be
attained in standard subroutine packages and similar
applications.
The use of representations which pack information
efficiently are of importance in the computer memory
only. In machines with a separate floating point unit or
floating point registers there is no necessity to use the
packed representation in arithmetic operations. In these
cases it is important that the effect of arithmetic operations
on the accuracy of represented quantities is well
understood. (See Knuth 1970a). In any case it would seem
that the proposed representation could be implemented
with little loss in processing speed. The small increase in
cost is justified by the improved accuracy which is obtained
especially since the floating point processing is a very small
part of the cost of most modern computers.
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Computers in Education

Human Choice and Computers

Proceedings of the 2nd IFIP World Conference, Marseilles,
September 1-5, 1975

Proceedings of the IFIP Conference on Human Choice and
Computers, Vienna, April 1-5, 1974

edited by 0. LECARME and R. LEWIS.

edited by E. MUMFORD and H. SACKMAN.

1975 xxii + 1016 pages
Regular Price: Aust. $70.00
Discount Price: Aust. $52.50

1975

Substantial progress has been made in the last few years in
all areas where computers and education interact, from
education in computer science to the uses of computers in
teaching, learning and administration. There have been two
main lines of emphasis: on the one hand, the increasing
impact of the methodology of computer science in all areas,
from the teaching of programming to new approaches to
literature, and an increasing awareness of the underlying
pedagogical principles of disciplines and the importance of
these in the structure of computer based materials, on the
other.
These proceedings provide a comprehensive survey of the
latest achievements all over the world in this rapidly
growing area. Over 160 contributed papers, published here
in full, deal with: the contribution of computer science to
pedagogy; the influence of computer science on the contents
and methods of teaching for all disciplines in primary, second
ary and University education; the evaluation of the role of
computers in teaching (hardware, software and specific
languages); the training in computer science of teachers of
all disciplines; training in the various branches of informa
tics; the use of computers in continuous training programmes;
the contribution of computer science to teaching in develop
ing countries.

x +358 pages

Regular Price: Aust. $29.80
Discount Price: Aust. $22.40

The increasing use of computers in every sphere of human
activity calls for a greater awareness of the role of computers
in society.
At the IFIP Conference, computer technologists, trade
unionists and social scientists discussed a variety of human
problems: how to use computers and design systems for the
collection and application of information which will give
more, rather than less satisfaction to employees: how to im
prove democratic processes in management and prevent the
concentration of excessive power in the hands of managers
by developing information systems that are not solely
management-oriented; the dissemination of information by
governments and questions of privacy.
These proceedings will appeal to all groups in guiding com
puter technology in a humane direction. They should prove
particularly instructive to students of computer science by
drawing attention to the human consequences of the tech
nology they are about to use.

Data Base Description
An in-Depth Technical Evaluation of Codasyi DDL

Command Languages

Proceedings of the IFIP TC-2 Special Working Conference,
Wepidn, Belgium, 13-17 January, 1975

Proceedings of the IFIP Working Conference on Command
Languages, Lund, Sweden, July 29-August 2, 1974

edited by B.C.M. DOUQUE and G.M. NIJSSEN.
1975

edited by C. UNGER.
1975

vii + 402 pages

Regular Price: Aust. $25.20
Discount Price: Aust. $18.90

This IFIP working conference brought together users and
designers of operating systems with the purpose of
establishing a common base for further research into com
mand languages and their design considerations. Twenty
five papers delivered at the conference cover: functions and
facilities analysis, the realtionship of command languages;
formal descriptions of operating systems from the users
point of view; portability and machine independence; and
network command languages.
Transcripts of the discussions following each paper as well
as those of panel discussions, are included.

viii + 382 pages

Regular Price: Aust. $29.80
Discount Price: Aust. $22.40

The DDL (Data Description Language), considered by many
as the basis for standard data description in industry, was
the main theme of discussion at the conference attended
by some 60 invited participants from 12 different countries.
Implementors, users and language designers including
members of CODASYL committees jointly analyzed the
DDL in order to preserve its strong points, and if necessary,
propose improvements for weak points. The papers included
in this book are arranged according to the sequence of
presentation. Several papers describe improvements for the
DDL, with summaries of discussions given after the relevant
papers. Panel discussions are summarised at the end of the
proceedings, the major result of these being the presentation
of 10 recommendations to the CODASYL DDL Committee.

Machine Oriented Higher
Level Languages

Data Base Management
Proceedings of the IFIP Working Conference on Data Base
Management, Cargese, Corsica, France, 1-5 April, 1974

Proceedings of the IFIP Working Conference on Machine
Oriented Higher Level Languages, Trondheim, 27-31 August,
1973

edited by J.W. KLIMBIEnnc? K.L. KOFFEMAN.

edited by W.L. VAN DER POE Land L.A. MAARSSEN.

Regular Price: Aust. $25.20
Discount Price: Aust. $18.90

1974 xii+ 535 pages
Regular Price: Aust. $29.80
Discount Price: Aust. $22.40

The majority of papers cover aspects of System Implemen
tation Languages (SIL’s) and Machine Oriented Languages
(MOL’s) and are amply supplemented by discussions.
Further discussions in the panel sessions deal with porta
bility, approaches in different languages, practical experience
gained and machine independence, and cost benefits.
A “must” for any serious system programming implementor,
this work will prove to be an invaluable source of reference for/
all involved in designing and compiling programminglanguages.

Medinfo 74

1974

x + 423 pages

At the 1974 IFIP working conference nearly every aspect
of the broad field, from theoretical data modelling to current
implementations, were presented and discussed in depth by
the world’s leading specialists.
Papers presented at the meeting and summaries of the dis
cussions are contained in this book. Particularly outstanding
features are: a discussion on the equivalence of the DBTG
and related approach; several different views of the data
modelling problem; several theoretical treatments of imple
mentation problems (data equivalence, access path selection,
data base editions, concurrency, integrity, etc.) some articles
on existing DBTG implementations.
A state of the art report, this book will be of incalculable
value to researchers in the data base management area and
to those people implementing data bases in real life
situations (e.g. data-administrators).

Proceedings of the First World Conference on Medical
Informatics, Stockholm, August 5-10, 1974

Information Processing 74

edited by J. ANDERSON and M. FORSYTHE.

Proceedings of the IFIP Congress ’74 organized by the
International Federation for Information Processing,
Stockholm, Sweden, August 5-10, 1974

1975
1200 pages
Regular Price: Aust. $105.00
Discount Price: Aust. $78.80

edited by J.L. ROSENFELD.

Representing the proceedings of the First World Conference
on Medical Informatics, this book gives a broad view of the
problems, hopes and difficulties raised by the application
of data processing techniques to the various fields of medical
practice, medical education and medical research. Eighteen
themes of direct importance to present and future develop
ments in health computing are viewed from human, psycho
logical, political and technical standpoints. Policies and tactics
for introducing computers into health services, methods of
evaluating health care information systems, confidentiality
and security of records, education of health staff in com
puting, medical education by means of computer techniques,
the impact of medical education by means of computer tech
niques, the impact of medical computing on medical practice
and people, data base development, experience in improving
health care administration, computer-aided diagnosis, hard
ware and software requirements, signal analysis, intensive
care, radiotherapy image processing, drug handling and
medical linguistics are all brought into focus.

Discount Order Form

1974

xxii +1108 pages

Regular Price: Aust. $70.00
Discount Price: Aust. $52.50

Information Processing 74 is the written record of the
papers presented at IFIP Congress 74. In a collective sense,
however, it is much more: it is an up-to-date, comprehen
sive assessment of the world-wide status of information
processing - from hardware to mathematical theory, from
industry to creative art, from research to application.
IFIP Congress 74 was planned with the same basic objective
that applied for previous congresses: to identify and present
the best in new accomplishments, new trends, and new ideas
in all aspects of information processing. Six major areas are
included: computer hardware and architecture, software,
mathematical aspects of information processing, technologi
cal and scientific applications; applications in the social
sciences and the humanities, and systems for management
and administration.

Only valid when payment is received together with this order form or a photo-copy of it.

To: Dutch-Australian Book Depot Pty. Ltd. 927 Whitehorse Road, Box Hill, 3128.
Please send me the following books:
□ Computers in Education
□ Data Base Management
□ Human Choice and Computers
□ Data Base Description (DDL)

Aust.
Aust.
Aust.
Aust.
( ) Please add my name to your mailing list

$52.50
□ Information Processing 74
$18.90
□ Machine Oriented Higher Level Language
$22.40
□ Command Languages
$22.40
□ Medinfo 74
for future new book announcements.

Payment enclosed:
Name:__________________________________________________________________
Address:

Aust.
Aust.
Aust.
Aust.

$52.50
$22.40
$18.90
$78.80
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The EflVIROn/l environ/.
Cincom’s ENVIRON/Igivesyou capabilities never
before available — particularly when teamed up
with TOTAL.
ENVIRON/I is an on-line control system includ
ing a highly efficient task manager, which em
bodies advanced paging techniques to provide a
virtual programming environment.
Because of its virtual capability, applications
using ENVIRON/Ican be implemented in the ma
chine you have now, and expand upwards as your
needs and applications grow.
ENVIRON/I is designed with specific facilities

Cincom

to support real time processing and to interface
with a wide variety of terminal types.
It’s restartable, and provides the facility for rec
ord-protection. ENVIRON/I has the capability to
maintain automatic context and run many differ
ent applications simultaneously. ENVIRON/I
typically can save as much as 50% of your on
line application programming effort by doing
automatically what most programmers dread do
ing themselves.
Write or call Cincom Systems today and get all
the specifics about ENVIRON/I.

UUe create efficiency.
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